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Scholars calendar turns professors into pinups
Calendar recognizes contribution,
hard work of faculty researchers

George
is featured
this month in the calendar produced by the department of research and

ate studies, said choosing which faculty mem-

bers

would

appear

in

the first calendar was no
easy task.
“We definitely have

ducing a publication that
would sit somewhere on
a shelf, they wanted a
way to have this infor-

more than 12 important
research projects,” Scha-

mation

group

around

all year

long.
graduate studies to highGainer said the faclight the scholarly work .
ulty researchers deserve
of HSU faculty.
the recognition. .
The calendar features
The calendar also ina different faculty memcludes
deadlines and
ber each month.
The idea for the calendar was initiated by a
coming together of two

gradu-

information
important
to faculty, such as grant
proposal due dates and

fer said. “We tried to get
a reasonably balanced
of

people

from

different
departments
and areas of research.”
Schafer said when
choosing the professors,
they focused more on researchers who have been
active researchers for a
see Scholars, next page

PHOTO BY LAURA TANKERSLEY

Psychology senior Laurel Eichler, a supply department employee at the
HSU Bookstore, arranges the scholars calendar display.

Graduation approaching

-

For more information:

sooner than it seems

:
-~GWPE
Registration deadline:Feb. 6, March 20
Examination date: Feb. 22, April 5

by Ivonne Castillo

“I plan to graduate within
two years and | definitely
think that it's a good time to
start preparing. If | wait until

LUMBERJACK STAFF

hat do students need to do in order

‘www.humboldt.edu/~english/gwpe
826-3758

to graduate?

That’s the question that many

the end, | might find out that

juniors and seniors, may be trying to answer
as the end of the semester nears.

Academic Information and

there are still some unmet

Many students are planning their futures,
while others are still trying to deal with the
remaining school year. Whatever class standing students may fall into some things are for
sure, there are exams to take, projects to do
and money to spend.
One of. the major exams for upperclassmen is the Graduation Writing Proficiency
Examination.

_-Referral Center .

~ >www.humboldt.edu/~air
826-4101
|

‘Commencement information
www.humboldt.edu/~grad

Glasses that | need in order
to graduate.
Joanne Solorio

HSU Bookstore -

es

826-3741

every term since.

The first examination was administered in

The GWPE is administered and scored independently on each CSU campus.
This is different from the English Placement Test, which

essay that is administered and scored on a

statewide basis. The results are used solely”

as a means of placing entering students in the
proper writing courses.

According to the English department Web
site for the GWPE, it is important for students to take the exam early.
see Grads, page 5
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the fall quarter of 1979, and has been given

graduate.
The GWPE, an upper-division proficiency
test, was implemented because of a noticeable decline in student writing skills in 1975.
The CSU Chancellor appointed a_ task
force on student writing skills to look at the
problem and find solutions. From this task
force, a policy was created which requires
the demonstration of writing proficiency at
the upper-division level in order to graduate
from every campus in the CSU system.

Cap and gown orders,
graduation announcements

DEVELOPMENT

CHILD

is a requirement in order to

This exam
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said that rather than pro-
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te”
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of research

activities

on campus.
Coordinator of research
and_
graduate
studies Maggie Gainer

colleagues.

ae

research

creative work occurring

Thanks to the production of the HSU scholars
calendar, wildlife professor Luke George is now
being referred to as “Mr.
October” by many of his

PLS

faculty workshops.
Donna Schafer, dean

Nee at

CAMPUS EDITOR

to three people thinking
of a way to showcase the

8
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by Laura Tankersley
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Scholars: Sale profits go toward another calendar
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WASH

value)

“We definitely have more than 12

substantial amount of time.
Schafer said here are also
more recently hired faculty
that she wants to include in
future calendars.
George, .who has examined the effects of habitat fragmentation on the distribution,
abundance and nesting success of songbirds in redwood
forests, said he was flattered to
be chosen.
“There are a lot of great

important research projects. We tried
to get a reasonably balanced group of
people from different departments and

scholars

on

lot of good

Check

a

people to choose

from,” he said. “It was a fun

America’s

BEAUTIFUL

campus,

project to be a part of.”
George said he appreciated
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students,

faculty and

admin-

GRADUATE

éy

to a conference in Washington, D.C., to give to potential
funders for research.
To support their research,

istrators. She said most of the
responses came in the form of
e-mails and phone calls asking for more copies of the calendar.
Gainer said the department

ars featured in the calendar
have served as role models in

faculty members

have to se-

cure external funds.
Schafer

said

the

their ability to combine

ducing

with the outcome because he

next year.

says he is a hard person to
photograph.
Money for the production
came from funds set aside by

The calendar is on sale in
the University Bookstore for

tiple funding sources to support their research and creative work. |

another

issue for the

mul-

According to HSU Founda-

$7.50.

tion reports, the total amount

The sale of these copies will
assist in the financing of the
next calendar.
Copies of the calendar were

of money awarded for the fis-

given to different departments, funders and alumni.
Gainer said she _ recently
took copies of the calendar

cal year ending June 30, 2002,
was a record-high $9,076,376.
Both Gainer and Schafer
said the calendar is a success.
“We all get to feel good
when good work is acknowledged,” Gainer said.
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is currently working on pro-

search and academic creativity.
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Grads: Tests, grad check, fees fill seniors’ to-do list
met classes that I need in or-

e Continued from page 3

der to graduate. So it’s easier
If a student fails, they will

have time to either repeat the
examination or enroll in a
writing course to help them
improve their writing.

and less stressful if I prepare
early.”

The Academic Information
and Referral Center offers several services for all students.
It offers information on

to complete a major contract

with their advisers.
The contract lists all student
major requirements.

After

the

for

application

graduation is submitted, a de-

gree check will be prepared by
an evaluator and mailed to the
student and their adviser.

If the writing-skills requirement is not completed by the general education and othThe degree check contains
time students finish all the -er degree requirements, anessential information summaswers to records and registraother degree requirements,
rizing the student’s academic
tion questions, information on
they will not receive a degree.
history, and letting them know
study-abroad programs and
However, there is no time
what requirements remain to
,
more.
limit as to when students can
Ginny Kelly, director of the be met.
complete the GWPE.
There is a ‘letter accompa“I plan to graduate with- AIR Center, said it is, strongly
nying.the degree check, which
recommended for upperclassin two years and I definitely
students are encouraged to go
think that it’s a good time to men to apply early for graduquesation, while they still have at over carefully and if any
start preparing,” said Joanne
tions may arise, they can visit
Solorio, child development ju- least two semesters left.
the AIR center, where staff will
This is to avoid problems
nior. “I need the extra time bebe ready to help.
later.
cause there is a lot to do in orStudents can visit the comKelly said the application
der for me to graduate.
which
for graduation, also called a mencement Web site
“I have to take the GWPE,
offers information on topics
degree check, is also an imsubmit my degree check and
times,
meet with my counselor in order to complete my major con-

tract,” Sotorio said. “If 1 wait

until the end, I might find out

that there are still some un-

portant document for prospective graduates.

Before an application for
graduation can be completed, graduating seniors need

such as commencement
asked questions
commonly
and information about invit-

ing friends and family to their
graduation.
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policy on homosexual men

everal HSU students protested the Blood Bank on
Thursday for its refusal
to accept blood from homosexual men.
The students held up signs
and informed passerbys of the
discrimination of gay men.

cepted

The protest was organized
by studio art and Spanish
freshman Siobhan Byrum.

from

men

A

Gotonsp Fan

Students protest Blood Bank

Fit

CAMPUS
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who

have

had sex with a man since 1977,

even if it was only once, and
regardless of the man being

The students were reacting

to a U.S. Food and Drug Ad- - HIV-negative.
A gay man who has been
ministration policy that procelebant since 1977 is also
hibits homosexual men from
donating blood, for fear of banned.
Obviously,
an _ HIV-posiHIV/AIDS.
tive
person
cannot
give blood,
Under the FDA policy,
however, people who have
blood donations are not achad heterosexual sex with
HIV-positive people can donate blood after one year.
Byrum said the FDA policy, adopted from the AIDS
epidemic in the early 1980s, is
outdated.
She said the policy discriminates and perpetuates stereotypes and points out that there
is no such ban on promiscuous
heterosexuals.
Northern California Community Blood Bank administrator Tom Schallert said the
Blood Bank cannot allow a
man who has had sex with another man since 1977 to donate
blood simply because the FDA

age

6

The Lumberjack

does not allow it.
“I appreciate the concern of
those students who protested
the Blood Bank, but it should
' be directed to the FDA,” Schallert said.
Schallert said the NCCBB is
part of American Blood Centers, which is trying to get the

ONTHEPLAZA
WesthSteet

622-5751

FDA to change its policy.

coer
ju EK

However, since the NCCBB
is licensed by the FDA,

required by law to follow its
rules and regulations.

In September 2000, the FDA

im
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y
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PHOTO BY HAZEL LODEVICO

QSU member and business junior Paulo Dumtao protests
the FDA policy outside the Jolly Giant Commons.

en

blood products advisory committee voted 7-6 to keep the

BIE

current policies banning donations by men who have had
homosexual sex.
see Blood, page 8
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Queer Student Union
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e
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Campus club sp

ter that will possibly be printed
monthly and will contain queer-

by Trea Jennings
LUMBERJACK STAFF
The Queer

Student Union

has

quadrupled in size since last year
and is as active as ever in getting
the word out about queer issues.
“Last year there were only

yn

a

Eta

memsix
about
bers, now there are
over 25 members,”
said James Showalter-Garcia, QSU co-

chair and AS representative junior.
“I want to say
our

that

culture

is becoming more
friendly, or maybe
people are just becoming more
comfortable with their sexuality,”

Showalter-Garcia said.
The

club

meets

every

Thurs-

day at 7 p.m. in the MultiCultural
PHOTO BY ALEX RATNER

in the U.C. Quad last week for Healthy
Queer Student Union members tabled
itself while also providing information.
Passions Week. The club promoted

Center.

Showalter-Garcia said the meetings are very focused. He said the

club

is working

on

a newslet-

related

poetry, writing and

in the community.

news

said

Showalter-Garcia

last

year the club did “chalking”

the U.C. Quad,

where members

phrases as “What
is queer?” and
“Homophobia?”
to make people
think.
ShowalterGarcia said he
became involved
last
with QSU
soph
year — his
year —
omore
the club
when
:
Bisexian
Lesb
was still called Gay
ual Transgender Questioning.
He said he didn’t join his freshman year because he was a new
student, in a new area, and he
didn’t feel comfortable being so
open with his sexuality.
“I finally joined because I want-

chalked

such

see QSU, page 9

For more information
on becoming a teacher, contact
CalTeach - your one-stop
information, recruitment and
referral service for individuals
considering or pursuing a
teaching career.

om

So

CalTeach can help you explore
this exciting career, provide
information about current
incentives and benefits, assist

a

you in understanding the
credentialing process and, once
you become credentialed, direct
you to the teacher recruitment
centers for job placements.

Make the difference
of a lifetime. Teach.

Call 1-888-CALTEACH

(225-8322) or visit
www.caiteach.com
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Blood: Policy on donations of gay men cannot change without FDA committee approval
+ Continued from page 6

According to ABCNEWS.
com, the FDA was considering
a change in its policy to accept
blood from gay man who have

of blood born diseases even
though they test all the blood
for any impurities.
Schallert said there are sev-

Student. Union, Byrum said
she wants to begin a letter
writing campaign to end the
discrimination
against
gay

“| appreciate
the concern of
those students
who protested the
Blood Bank, but it
should be directed
to the FDA. If you
are boycotting

men.

the Blood Bank,

eral

layers of screening

abstained from homosexual
sex for five years before donat-

ensure the blood

ing blood.
Schallert said there has not
been any additional discussion on the policy and it is not

_

on the agenda for the’ Dec. 12
committee meeting.
Schallert said if the ban
were to be reversed, the implementation would only take
a matter of days, or possibly
weeks.
Schallert said the blood
must go through approximately 14 different tests before it is
given to the recipient.
“If you are boycotting the
Blood Bank, who gets hurt in
the protest? The patients and
hospitals get hurt,” he said.
He said that by refusing
to donate blood, people are

potentially cutting the blood
supply.
Byrum said she was told
by the NCCBB that the FDA
policy was a way of weeding
out those that are at a high risk

YOUR
Share

is safe for

those who receive it.

With the help of the Queer

Byrum said they plan on
contacting government officials regarding the restrictions,
bringing it to the state and senate representatives attention
that this is an issue that deeply
concerns them.
“In most situations where I
was telling people about our
protest

and

concerns,

it was

their first time hearing and
knowing about these policies,”
Byrum
said. “They
didn’t
know it was like that. Practically every person I spoke
with was supportive and expressed concern and anger.”

Byrum said she first heard

+

ADMINISTRATOR,
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA
COMMUNITY BLOOD BANK

11, when thousands of people
were in need of blood, simply
because he was gay.
“The FDA and CDC need
to know their out-dated poli-

to

rum said.

blood

mind

www

after

Sept.

TO TELL
-

yy

Tom Schallert

friend who was not allowed
donate

; -

who gets hurt
in the protest?
The patients and
hospitals get hurt.”

cies and statistics are simply
blatant discrimination,” By-

about the FDA policy from a

CHANCE
your

that

: a iit

evaluate

your

PHOTO BY Hazet Lopevico

Geology freshman Buddy Bell participated in the Blood
Drive protest Thursday.
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QSU: Since last year, club has quadrupled in size
e Continued from page 7

ed to find a community with
shared experiences. Our main
reason for existence is to create a forum for dialogue, a

place for people to talk. We’
have

great

group

dynamics.

There is a lot of diversity in
the group, people experiencing different things.”

“Our main reason for existence is to
create a forum for dialogue, a place for
people to talk. There is.a lot of diversity

in the group, people experiencing
different things.”
James Showalter-Garcia
QSU CO-CHAIR

Showalter-Garcia said QSU

members talk a lot about romance in Humboldt County.
He said there aren’t a lot of
quality places for gays and lesbians to go to meet each other, but Arcata, in general, is a

very accepting and safe place
for homosexuals.

ing a minor will be formed by

next fall, and in that case HSU
would be the first CSU to have
a queer studies program.

“Hate crimes are real,” Gallegos said. “HSU
teach compassion.”

needs

to

re-

At this point in the process,

ally go to Club West on Sunday nights,” said ShowalterGarcia.

Gallegos said her and Showalter-Garcia are writing letters
to various people, including
many club members on cam-

“QSU

Several

members

members

don’t

of

OSU

are involved in trying to form
a queer-studies minor at HSU.
Julie Gallegos, women’s studies

sophomore,

and

Showal-

urging

them

to support

the cause.
“We are gathering student
and faculty support,” said
Gallegos. “We will bring this
support to the administration

and prove ourselves to them

departments .that
queer issues. She

deal with
said these

classes would only need to be
compiled together to form an
approved minor and the cost
would not be significant.
Besides attempting to make
change in the courses offered
at HSU, Showalter-Garcia said
OSU

is a club

for socializing,

Bis

an

re mart

ties *

| VINTAGE CLOTHING
Paha44

making good friends, feeling
like you belong somewhere
and getting the word out.
“We want to spread our
message out to the campus

new

sterling silver
men’s and

jewtiry

women's Pater tite

and the community,” Showal-

ter-Garcia said.

corner

822-8288

of

llth

& K,

Arcata

¢ seven days a week

eee

ter-Garcia are doing the initial
work in this process.
Gallegos said she is hop-

pus,

Gallegos said there are al-

ready a few classes in various

JOE BOXER
Now
at Kmart

ee

ee
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Campus

THE METRO CDS VOTED

“BEST CD STORE”
READERS CHOICE AWARD 2002
TIMES STANDARD
WE ENTOY WORKING HARD TO BRING YOU THE

BEST MUSIC BUYING EXPERIENCE

THANKS FOR YOUR SUPPORT
THE
858

METRO

CDS

& TAPES

G STREET
ON THE PLAZA
ARCATA
OPEN EVERY DAY * FRIDAY NIGHTS UNTIL 8
CP PECL

Candidates speak
at HSU Thursday
Green party candidate for
state

assembly

Doug

Thron

and Green party candidate for
governor Peter Camejo will
speak at the Kate Buchanan
Room Thursday at 7:30 p.m.

A benefit performance by
the band Clan Dyken will follow the speeches.
A donation of $5 to $10 is
suggested for admission, however it is not required.
For more information, call
822-4870.

anything about the authors
and artists whose work they
view, so that each work is chosen on its individual merits.
Inclusion in Toyon offers

a more technical speech in an

both exposure in a nationally

edition to HSU’s weekly math-

recognized publication and eligibility for cash prizes.
The deadline for submission is Oct. 31.
For more information, contact coordinating editor Linda
Smith at 443-7441.

ematics colloquium.
Elementary

“Fallacies

Statistics,”

Toyon,
magazine,

ture Thursday at 8:30 p.m. in
Natural Resources Room 101.

the HSU literary
is now accepting

FACTORY

SECONDS

Under faculty adviser Jim
Dodge, students read and se-

be held in Natural Resources
Room 101 at 4 p.m.
The visit by Watkins is part
of the Kieval Lecture Series,
educators

to campus

As-

The Plaza Avenue entrance

The lecture, “Tasting Soup
and

How

Not To,” is on the

collection and

use of data

in

surveys and polls.
Everyone

is invited

to at-

tend. Admission is free.

Watkins is a mathematics
professor at CSU Northridge,
an American Statistical Asso-

publication.

Traffic detour due
to construction

ciation fellow and author of
numerous books on statistics.
She has received numer-

to the Library parking lot will
be closed for eight weeks.
Access to the lot will be
available via a detour to the
south
entrance
at
Laurel

Drive, next
Apartments.

to

the

Campus

The Plaza Avenue entrance
will be closed because the dis-

abled person parking spaces
see Campus, page 12

COME EARLY SATURDAY FOR BEST SELECTION!

Oct. 19
Oct. 20

7am - 6pm
9am - 5pm

Arcata Community Center
321 Community Park Way (across from HealthSPORT)

* Factory seconds
* All colors

i

ae

¢ Introducing our NEW appetizer pla’
goblets and soap dishes and color ,
Wholesale prices
he

Please B.Y.0.B.(Bring your own box!)

eee

:

Open 7 Days

1031 H St. © Arcata

White sheep, black sheep, and little lamb
to warm your tum...or fill with ice to soothe
a headache. New animal shapes available.

822-3450

Cash, checks,

Visa, M/C
2817 F St. « Eureka

and Discover

269-9560

accepted

=%

7TO7-825-75
00

eeaererre

|

uF

%

will

Ann E. Watkins, the presi-

The reading is blind, meaning
the committees do not know

Saturday
Sunday

in

geared to the public.

submissions

for

lecture,

twice a year to present lectures

sociation of America, will lec-

entries

The

ematics

Math professor
lectures Thursday

Toyon accepting

lect

ous awards for excellence in
teaching.
Before the “Tasting Soup”
lecture, Watkins will deliver

which brings renowned math-

dent of the Mathematical

submissions for its 2003 volume.
The yearly periodical publishes poetry, short fiction, creative non-fiction and_blackand-white graphic art.
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Associated Students
Council Openings
¢ Co - PR Coordinator
e Arts & Humanities

College Rep
e Professional Studies
College Rep
e Grad Rep
¢ Campus Committees

Represent
the
Student Voice
Officers

Sunday, Oct. 6
12:02

ounce

a.m.

Less

than

one

of marijuana

was

¢on-

fiscated by a

Housing employ-

ee from Manor residents.

The

illegal

narcotics

os

ee

passed on to UPD
for destruction.

men,

plus

contacted

a third

the

two

they

had

joined up with on G Street
and advised them of the complaint.

1:22 a.m. Two suspected
drunken men were reported
being loud and knocking over

trash cans in Plaza Circle.

2:54 p.m. Two men were re-

ported fighting in Plaza Circle.
Police contacted both men
and reports were taken.
Monday, Oct. 7

2:55 p.m. An ambulance
responded to the report of an
unconscious female at the Ceramics Lab Room 74.

When

she

regained

9:42 p.m. A subject in the
Redwood/Sunset __ residence
hall fire lane was charged with
possession of less than one
ounce of marijuana.

10:27 p.m. An officer responded to a report of marijuana smells wafting around
the Redwood/Sunset _ residence halls.

Rights

struction.

Get Involved!

Tuesday, Oct. 8
smoke illegal plants were confiscated by a Housing employ-

ester:

11:16 p.m. A report of possible drug activity in the
Redwood/Sunset
residence
hall caused UPD to check the
area, contact Housing and initiate a report.

ally

We're

here

located in
Center,
Bookstore.
at 826.4221

to help you.

Wednesday, Oct. 9
6:50 a.m. UPD caught up
with a camper on Harpst
Street and warned the subject of school camping regu-

lations.
5:07 p.m. A. discovered
purse was turned in at the
Housing office.
During—a~ search through
the purse to try and find its
rightful owner, it was found to
contain marijuana.
7:58 p.m. A subject was cit
ed in the Redwood /Sunset

5

residence hall fire lane for

ee a false registration

Thursday, Oct. 10
9:08 p.m. A bike officer ob-

ONS

The AS Office is
the University
underneath the
Stop by or call us

ee and sent to UPD, to be slated for destruction.

ithis week: O
S em

Student

con-

the woman _ resciousness,
fused medical attention.

\ thi S

Advocate

9:55 p.m. Two pipes used to

were

and slated

The officer confiscated paraphernalia and slated it for de-

served three girls in the Jolly
Giant

parking

lot in posses-

° Bait/ Tackle

‘ Fe
rashguards,

° Salt/ Freshwater

booties, wax

e Salmon/ Steelhead

Salty’s proudly features
Wetsuits by

% Cel
Rup Curl
Hotline

see UPD, next page

Arrow
Channel islands
Steve Monk

& Gifts and Clothing

sion of less than one ounce of
marijuana.
Should have waited ‘til they
got.inside.

Surfboards by

TWO

LOCATIONS!

Trinidad Shopping Center - 677-0300
234

F St: Old Town

Eureka

: 445-0200
.

1 2
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Campus: Week filled with guest speakers, lectures
at the north end of the lot are
being rebuilt to increase the
number of spaces.
For more information, call
Parking and Commuter Services at 826-3773.

Indigenous
Events will take place
throughout campus this week
in celebration of Indigenous
Peoples Week.
The American Indian Alliance initiated the first Indigenous Peoples Week, which
occurs the same week as Coaati) |

\1 andennerennnrnennanrenn
get 3 free!se" |

:

Open Daily & 308 2nd Street,

lumbus Day.
The week-long events serve
to educate others around the
campus of Native American

;

441-9570 @ www.

scare!

peoples’ cultural diversity, political status, history and current issues.

An

The Personals on

Indian fry bread sale
and eating contest, will take

place today on the U.C. Quad
at noon.

TheJackOrg

Trinidad Goodshield and
the 7th Generation Rise Band

will play live music.
we make cannections

~SMUG'S PIZZA —
"Love

AL.Fuaast

ae

1034 & ST.

viwa

Le ie

The Native American Creating
Communities
reception will be held in the South
Lounge from 5 to 7 p.m.

e Continued from previous page

on the U.C. Quad. No action —
was taken.

1.76

1-topping
2-topping

1.85
1.96

A

Learning

shop will help
how to make
their time and
skills.
The course
sist with long

work-

Center

students learn
the best use of
improve study
will also asand short-term

goal setting, semester planning techniques and time-saving tips.

The workshop will be in
Nelson Hall East Room 119 today from 4:30 to 6:30 p.m.
The workshop is free.

All that is required
students bring all class
To sign up, call the
ing Center at 826-5217
by House 71 on Libary

is that
syllabi.
Learnor stop
Circle.

tecting its resources.

On Thursday at 8 p.m.
Keeley will present “Challenges and Opportunities for the
State of California,” in Founder’s Hall Room 118.
In the speech, part of HSU’s
“Building
Sustainable
Futures” lecture series, he will
discuss the growth of the state,
its changing demographics,
and the environmental and social challenges those changes
pose.

On Friday, Oct. 18, at noon
in Natural Resources Building Room 101, Keeley’s second talk will focus specifically
on the Marine Life Management Act, which he authored
in 1998.

In 1997, the Sierra Club
honored Keeley for the “Best
Environmental Voting Record
by an Elected Official.”

Assembly speaker

In 1999 and in 2001, Keeley
was appointed Speaker Pro
Tem, putting him in position

gives free lecture

to lead the assembly through

Fred

Keeley,

speaker

for

the California State Assembly,

its daily agenda, including debate and votes on legislation.
~ CompiLed BY LAURA TANKERSLEY

5:05 p.m. UPD received
a report of someone in the
wooded area of campus, the
forest, shooting at passersbys
with a paintball or BB gun.

Pizza Meal Deal

and returned to its family

Saturday, Oct. 12

1:02

RE

: Friday, Oct. 11 2 p.m. An officer responded to a report of a preacher

Cheese

time management

will give two free lectures this
week.
One lecture will focus on
the state’s environmental future and the other will offer
views on the ocean and pro-

UPD: UPD confiscates numerous ounces of pot

Shace.>.”

ARCATA

ance, the MultiCultural Center and the Indian Natural
Resources, Science and Engineering program.
For more information, call
the MCC at 826-3364.

Workshop teaches

peoples week

\ any 12 (2 great deal

The events are sponsored
by the American Indian Alli-

am.

Three

subjects

were contacted in front of the
Library regarding marijuana
violations.

Marijuana- $40.
Paraphernalia $50.
’ Smoking in front of the Library and getting away with
it, priceless.

at Wildberries Marketplace,
where it had been missed.
10:26 a.m. A student was

arrested for trespassing at
the Redwood/Sunset residence halls. The student
was
transported,
bookec
and lodged at the Humboldt
County Correctional Facility.

~ 6:50 a.m. A shopping cart
was

found at

Jenkin‘s

Hall

~ Compiceo sy Curistine Bensen

Get Any Slice of Pizza,
|

a can of soda, Plus chips or a cookie

fOfisrnbtuTO

TOFU CHOP

Double Deal
Get the same deal with any (we

slices 10f.re.93078

Fine Tofu Products
an" LOCAL » ORRIN

For Martiaolli's Apple Juice odd .28
All Tax Ie Incladed in Prices

$75 ritza ea
expires 1-31-03

| GETANYSLICE

@>

| FOR ONLY $1.00!
| __ (Limit 3slices)
a

ae

a

ee

ee

|

1|
: |

expires 1-31-03 |
ee

ee

Ge

ee

eee

ae

ee

FRESH * BAKED ° SMOKED° SPREADS
Ask for them in your favorite Market, Deli or Restaurant ©

TOFU SHOP SPECIALTY FOODS, INE
65 Frank

artin Court, Arcata, CA 95521 «

one/Fax: 707 *822°¢7401

a

e Continued from page 10
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not be definitive for many years.
This King Salmon was one of the 25,000 that died before making it to the spawning grounds. The repercussions will

Fish kill has broad financial implications

by Rich Macgurn
LUMBERJACK STAFF
Although no definitive answer has been presented that

hard to figure out the cause of
the largest fish kill in California history.

explains why more than 25,000

adult

salmon

died

on

the

Klamath River late last month,

the

economic

repercussions

from a die-off this large have
affected many.
Three weeks ago, the banks
of the Klamath were lined with
fisherman. Resorts and campgrounds were full and tribes
were pulling in fishing nets full
of large, healthy salmon. This
has all stopped.
“Everyone left when the fish
began to die,” said 71-year-old
Bill Pierson, whose general
store at the headwaters of the
Trinity and Klamath rivers is
dependent on fishing for business.
The fall Chinook is the larg-

As the carcasses mounted
on the riverbanks the Bureau
of Reclamation and its parent agency the Department
of Interior offered several explanations for the kill, none
of which included the lack of
water.
Early suggestions included
a chemical -spill from a methamphetamine lab, or an abundance of blue-green algae
were perhaps responsible for
the deaths.
“It is not likely that this
was a biocide (poisoning), or
blue-green algae for that matter,” said, HSU fisheries professor, Terry Roelofs. “The
smaller fish would have been

the first to die and all of the
dead are mature salmon.”
Roelofs said he recomest run on the river and makes
up a large portion of the diet of mends an immediate ban on
tribal people on the Klamath. all fishing on the Klamath to
The run was expected to be prevent further devastation of
around 120,000 fish this year, the fishery. While no official
ban has_ occurred, Klamath
with the Yurok and Hoopa
tribes have voluntarily halted
tribes being allotted approximately 50,000 fish, and sport most fishing.
Belchik, senior biologist for
fisherman 22,000.
,
In the period of about five the Yurok Fisheries Program
fish
hy
healt
days, nearly one quarter of the - said, the large,

run stopped its migration pre-

run was dead.

Experts have been working

TTT

Lee

LL

a

cs

maturely about three weeks

AHERRE

“N

ar

f

Ma

ef

tes

general store
near the
headwaters
of Trinity
and Klamath
rivers, said
this year’s
business

variables that effect fish and
the only difference I see this
year from past years is that we
had a big run and water flows
from Iron Gate dam were very
low,” Belchik said.
When the fish began to
die the bureau began releasing water from the dam and
the fish immediately resumed
their migration up the river.
This water has since been cut
off.
“We have always been
forced to scientifically prove
that the fish need water. The
burden of proof has now been
shifted. Twenty-five thousand
fish are dead and everyone is
. pointing upstream,” Belchik
said.
It is not just the tribes and
business owners along the river who are suffering. Ocean
fishermen are allocated approximately as many fish as

died along

the many
business
owners who
are and will
be affected
by the loss
of salmon.
PHOTO
BY TUCKER SHARON

man’s Association.

“We have been doing our
part to ensure that the fish get
to the river. It is the Bureau of
Reclamation that has failed to
provide the fish with enough
water to live,” Grader said.
The Bureau of Reclamation
did not return calls from The
Lumberjack to respond to these
allegations.
The PCFFA, which repre-

the decihealth of

for about
this will

_affect us,” said Zeke Grader,

sents about 20,000 fishermen

a representative for the Pacific Coast Federation of Fisher-

anaicttil iki
ath |

with the
salmon. He
is one of

rae

those on the river (77,000), and

have a large stake in
sions that affect the
the fishery.
“We won't know
three years how bad

Bill Pierson,
B owner of a

“I am looking at the main

a
.
Peon

aralblcanbadtert

A

ago and the fish congregated
and got each other sick.

Mike Thompson, D-Napa in
dumping hundreds of pounds

,\*

@e*

on.

the steps of the Interior Department on Oct 2.
“If this problem persists
we could see fishing closures
from Monterey to the Colombia River, and this would be a
loss of thousands of jobs and
tens of millions of dollars,”
Grader said.
The amount of water re-

on the West Coast, joined m5

.

salmon

Klamath

‘of dead

see Salmon, page 15
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Former mayor runs for City Council

ESPRESSO COT:

LUMBERJACK STAFF

As former mayor of Arcata, from 1995 to 1996, and City
Council member, from 1992
to 1996, Carl Pellatz would

Espresso © Coffee * Smoothies

DRIVE-THRU

like to get back into the action
down at City Hall.
It has been six years since

Open Daily

Featuring Thanksgiving Coffee Co.
organic coffee & espresso

he was mayor, and Pellatz
believes he has more to offer
than any other candidate for
City Council.
‘By
addressing
unheard
voices, Pellatz hopes to im-

¢ Espresso Chillers & Shakes
¢ Fruit Smoothies

prove Arcata’s infrastructure,
lowering housing prices, rethink the costly recycling program, and address business

6a.m.-7 p.m

¢ Fresh
L&L
*
Fair

Carl Peilatz,
mayor from
1995 to 1996,
was named
President of
the Humboldt
Crabs baseball
team. Pellatz
is a volunteer
firefighter for
the Arcata
Fire Dept. An

by Evan Casada

Baked Goods Daily from
Cookies and Los Bagels
Certified Organic &
Trade Coffee Selections

organization
he has been
involved with
for 35 years.
He was also a
City Council
member from
1992 to 1996.
He helped

caps.
He says the council tries to

begin work

shut down points of view differing from those of the members.

on the new
community
center when
he was a
member.

“Currently, I don’t feel diverse voices are being respected properly by the city coun-

4950 Valley West Boulevard * Arcata, CA

cil,” Pellatz said.

Located just off Highway 101, Giuntoli exit

Proto sy Wenpy GRANBERG

“They try to repress opin-

822-7173

Pellatz

on where new

the majority of the council.”

built, as well as

CAMERA&

STUDIO

With

el

HSU

(tncludes
staff,

Specraleze

tw

10% DISCOUNT’

Sports

mA,

Ca

496

beep

on Paper, Chemicals,
Film and Supplies.

Tissue

On the Arcata Plaza ¢ 822- anSSS

3473

‘discount

on

cash

check

Sales

(

‘

p

Welcome HSU

ew i

students & faculty!

Bring Coupon and receive a free rose.
i
www. CountryLivingFloristandGifts.ccom

1-800-827- -8960 ¢ 822-8967 ©° 1309
a

St.'43Arcata}.

crmstoatmabnclad

done

prices

igs
are

sending
young
icaailed : cou-

ters

:
j
the senior
housing

like McKinleySines

on Union Street.”

tuna.

through

For 35 years

as well

he has volunteered as a fire-

at

the

as

Pellatz was recently named
President of the Board for the
Humboldt
Crabs _ baseball
team.

Pellatz has a reputation

said.

“We

have

community

to look at the
as

a

whole,”

he

said.
The state economic crisis
also worries Pellatz, a council
member during the last state
budget crisis in 1992.

looked at the issue,” he said.
Pellatz, a volunteer for the
City’s Waste Reduction Task

firmly believes in programs
for the youths and senior citi-

Force, said he agrees with a

zens.

City Councit CANDIDATE

partment.

ples into areas

He said people with a low
income — mainly students
— are being penalized when
the city implements business
caps to keep corporations out,
because people can’t afford to
shop at many stores in town.
“LT hope someone in the City
Council is willing to compromise on the issue,” Pellatz

He says if Arcata’s budget
receives a cut as a result of
state cutbacks, police, recreational and senior programs
will be the first affected.
However, Pellatz said he

Carl Pellatz

“We
have
to look hard at

changing that,
and the current
Council hasn’t

couple City Council members
who say curbside recycling is
not working.
“There’s not enough recycling volume for the pro-

gram to work in a town of
less than 50,000 people, and I
want to find a more affordable
eral than people think, but re- way that satisfies state regulagarding the city’s infrastructions,” he said.
ture, I’m conservative.”
Pellatz says he would like
The city’s basic installations
to establish a program where
and facilities are a concern to _ people drop of their recyclaPellatz.
bles at a given destination
He said there is a need for once a weekend with no atmore street repair, improved
tached fees.
sewage and disposal systems,
Pellatz is concerned about
anda reconsideration of storm
the working blue-collar citizens.
road moderates,” Pellatz said.
“On social issues I’m more lib-

GIFTS

ies

.
community

“I appeal to middle-of-the

& FINE

not

ing

broader than the public realizes.
c

FLORIST

sent

its job,”Pellatz
said.

new

but he says his positions are

==

has

‘

for having conservative views,

o

has

Center,

Arcata Fire De-

ee uD

lack of new

sites,

put two daugh-

ID

rere

and

has

fighter

Sweatsh,
Snratzu

the

Sp 4

student:

ana

corporated

eth

PHOTOGRAPHY —
CLASS STUDENTS
hour

When | was
mayor, | helped

in

houses can be

housing prices are rising.
“Housing is one place I
feel the city

cies in Arcata,
Anderson Robinson Starkey,

the 1920s.
Pellatz

Dest hle

One

development

which was in- PUT into motion

oe) Erin Schrader

restrictions

ions that don’t hold well with
Pellatz, 57, has been an Arcata resident since 1959. He
works for one of the oldest insurance agen-

Certified Massage Therapy

said

“When

helped’ put

I

was

mayor,

into motion

I °

the

new community center, as
well as the senior housing on

Union Street,” he said. °
He also raised $300,000 to
$400,000 for the Business Partnership Program at HSU in the
1990s.
In March

2000, Pellatz un-

derwent a triple-bypass surgery, but he has no reservations regarding his comeback.
“I can work

with anyone,

I’m an active member of the
fire department again, I’m
back to the red lights, having
fun, and so I guess I’m 6 K.,”
he said.

Salmon:Financial impact apparent

15

¢ Continued from page

leased from the upstream
dams that make up the Klamath Project is based on a 10-

year biological opinion that
was developed by the Bureau
of Reclamation in consultation
with the National Marine Fisheries Service.
NMBFS or the Fish and Wildlife Service must develop a biological opinion whenever a
federal agency is going to take
actions that will affect an endangered species.
In the Klamath

“If this problem
persists we Could

see fishing closures
from Monterey to
the Columbia River,
and this would be
a loss of thousands
of jobs and tens of
millions of dollars.”

the NMFS developed a biological opinion on how much wa-

of fish that the tribes depend
on such as the Chinook,” said
Dave Hillemeier, manager of
the Yurok tribe fisheries de-

Most Insurances Excepted

scant resource between

and

ever-expanding

intensive farm and

A* McKinleyville ¢ (707) 839-4344

1660 Central Ave. Ste.

INTERNATIONRL TRITOO GRRVEN

&

REPRESENTATIVE FOR PACIFIC
COAST FEDERATION OF
FISHERMAN'S ASSOCIATION

ter the endangered Coho salm-

into account any other species

Work Injuries * Auto Accidents * Low Back Pain * Headaches

Zeke Grader —

River case,

on needed to live.
The resulting report by
NMFS stated that the Coho
did not need as much water as
was given to the river last year
because the fish’s primary
spawning grounds are in tributaries, not the river itself.
As a result, the bureau has
given priority to farmers, and
less water to the Klamath.
“We think the NMFS study
was flawed regarding Coho,
but aside from this the biological opinion doesn’t take
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water-
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projects.

The fish kill has galvanized many disparate and formerly antagonistic groups into

a loose, but increasingly vocal
coalition to demand more water for the Klamath.
Experts disagree on how
big an impact the kill will have
on future salmon populations,
but the immediate impact on
tribes, and business owners is
already apparent.

partment. .

A wet winter this ‘year
could lessen the crisis, but will
not solve the bureau’s longterm problem of distributina

“The succéss of the salmon
run in the next couple of years
will determine the long term
health of the fishery, and the
tens of thousands of people
dependant on it, and that is

DO
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707-442-6736
4115TH STREET, EUREKA, CA

up in the air right now,” Hill-

emeier said.
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a free Trick-or-Treat

Bag’

at the door with your chance to win $500!
Come hang out with the Munsters: and the Creature trom the Black Lagoon.
Play your favorite Table Games and Slots for your chance to win $25°* every 1/2 hour from
6pm until midnight. And in Bingo there will be a special Mystery game with a payout of $400.
* Trickor Treat Bags available to first 1000 customers. ** RULES POSTED IN CASINO

dad Exit « Left at Exit

* Left on Scenic Drive

1 mile South to Cher-Ae Heights * 707-677-3611
18 years old and over
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Buddha, an Arcatan pug,
reaches for a bowl of
Hill’s Science Diet dog
food. Owned by Heinz
corporation, Hill’s Science
Diet makes use of human-

food by-products.
PHOTO By KozuKo TessiEN

What are California’s pets being fed?

California’s new labeling law gives choice to buyers of pet food
by Nolan O’Brien
SCIENCE EDITOR

Coming changes in pet food label-

ing laws will offer new options to California’s pet owners.
In September, Governor Gray Davis
signed a bill requiring non-food products claiming to be organic to have at
least 70 percent organic ingredients.
“This (law) will protect the integrity of products produced, labeled and
sold as organic,” Assemblywoman Vir-

ginia Strom-Martin, Democrat, said in
a press release.

The $11 billion U.S. pet food industry is regulated on two levels, federal
and state.

- Federally, the Food and Drug Ad-

Penna

bd ea ldbadGbaWikdiakecade

ministration does not require pre-sale
approval of pet food quality. It does,
however, enforce standards requiring the identification of products as

kk
sun
santty

ered.
“Meal” and “by-product” are two
vague, yet commonly accepted terms
used in pe t food labeling.

Pet food provides a market
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2002 report, “'WHaT's REALLY IN PETFOOD”
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“meal”

and a listing of all ingredients ordered _ refers specifically to rendered materials.
by amount used.
The melting process of rendering
Missy Johnson, Strom-Martin’s pubseparates fat-soluble from water-solulic relations officer, said under the law,
ble materials, killing bacteria and dea
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teins found in fresh foods.
The term “by-product” is used to
explain what pet food contains, but
the 2002 report questions what the pet
food industry is a by-product of.
“About 50 percent of every food
producing animal does not get used in
human foods,” the report said. “Whatever remains of the carcass — bones,
blood, intestines, lungs, ligaments
and almost all other parts not generally consumed by humans — is used in
pet food, animal feed and other products.”
In 1990, it was reported that eutha-

nized pet renderings were being used
in pet food. The America Veterinary

|

_, See,Pet Food, next page
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Association

confirmed

After rendered and treatthe

story.

“Pet food provides a market for slaughterhouse offal, grains considered unfit for human consumption
and similar waste products
to be turned into profit,” the
report stated. “Three of five
‘major pet food companies in
the United States are subsidiaries of major multinational
companies.”

Nestle owns Alpo, Fancy
Feast, Friskies, Mighty Rog
and Ralston-Purina products
such as Dog Chow, ProPlan
and Purina One.
Heinz

owns

Nine

Lives,

Amore, Gravy Train, Kibbles-n-Bits and Natures Recipe. Colgate-Palmolive owns
Hill's Science Diet pet food.
In addition, both Proctor
& Gamble — the maker of
Eukanuba and Iams — and
Mars — maker of Kal Kan,
Mealtime, Pedigree, Sheeba
and Walthams — both enjoy
profits from human and pet
food markets.
Restaurant grease has also
found use.as a flavor enhanc-.

er in pet food.

ed to retard spoilage, the
humanly inedible fats are
sprayed onto kibbles and pellets.

California’s new labeling
law will provide pet food
choices that exclude “meals”
and “by-products.”
“(The law) will ensure that

California has the best state
organic program in the country,” Strom-Martin said. “This
measure gives the states’ organic farmers and manufacturers the ability to market
top quality organic goods.”
Strom-Martin said this is
the first measure to regulate
non-organic food products in
the world.
“The market for organic
products continues to grow
as people become more environmentally conscious of
the products they consume,”
Strom-Martin said. “It is important that we assure customers who purchase these
products that they are in fact
buying products that meet
their expectations for organic
content, as well as the USDA
regulations.”
The new requirements will
go into effect on Jan. 1 2003.

|:

Use of Arcata’s community forest by bikers,
hikers, disc-golfers and horse-back riders
could necessitate future trail rehabilitation.
he said it could be caused by outdoor activities
such as mountain biking, hiking and horseback
LUMBERJACK STAFF
riding.
be
“It is not the activities that are bad,” Reuter
not
may
Users of the community forest
said. “It is having no control over the adverse
aware of the damages caused by adventuring
impacts
that is bad.”
off trails.
He said soil erosion is also caused by in“People getting off the designated path can
creased water run-off from paths, eroding the
cause severe erosion if it is unchecked,” Ron
‘Reuter, HSU forestry professor, said. “Like the established landscape.
“Water
run-off
erosion (caused) in
can cause rutting,”
the Kneeled Trail in
are
that
ies
activit
the
not
“It's
Peter Matzka, HSU
Jacoby Creek.”
assistant
forestry
Reuter said some bad, it’s having no control over
professor, said. “ Afpaths get damaged
s that is bad.”
impact
e
advers
ter several passes
to the point they
on
a mountain bike,
need to be closed
Ron Reuter a ditch will begin to
down and rehabiliHSU FORESTRY PROFESSOR form and not allow
tated.
the water to flow,
Reuter said from
which causes soil compaction.”
what he has seen, the forest surrounding HSU
‘Soil compaction is when the soil’s bulk denis disturbed.
sity is increased making the soil less porous.
“I noticed there is increased sedimentation
Matzka said soil compaction impacts water
around the pond behind the field,” Reuter said.
quality
and tree growth.
“Anything not natural that is put into a natural
“It can cause root damage and decrease a
environment can cause soil erosion.”
tree’s growth,” Matzka said. “Compaction and
Reuter said he cannot say exactly why there
by Luis Molina

is an increase in the sediment count. However,

Could you be the

Tooth Fairy?
How about the

Plaque Attacker?
The SJHS Community Resource Centers need volunteers to teach children about their

teeth and how to take care of them. You could make a difference in a child's health.
Become the Tooth Fairy or the Plaque Attacker!
Other volunteer opportunities are available and include the Never Shake a Baby
Campaign, the Lifeline program, smoking cessation classes, and many other
community service outreach and educational projects.
Volunteer for the Community Resource Centers and make an impact in someone's
life today!
For more information, call Maureen Lawlor at 445-8121 ext. 6493.

Community
Resource Centers tt

A Ministry
of the

Sisters
of St. Jogéph
of Orange
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Community forest erodes

Pet Food: It's a dog eat dog world
e Continued from previous page
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says
"Thanks for reading!"\
Don’t have
Sex
in the dark

If you’re in the dark about things like safer
sex and sexually transmitted infections,
you better brighten up.
Did you know that there are over 30 STDs?
Most are easy to treat if diagnosed early.
Six Rivers Planned Parenthood (J

2316 Harrison Ave., Eureka » 442-5709

ene

‘www.ppeureka.c

sais

aa

Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza.

PHOTO BY NoLAN O’Brien

A redwood stump acts as a barrier for Joe Moran, Arcata disc-golfer. The fourth annual
Brewers Cup tournament invited 36 disc-golfers to put Arcata’s community forest to use.

e Continued from previous page

matter

organic

disturbance

“Some (other) ways to prevent soil erosion are by having
trail monitoring or revegetation groups,” Reuter said.
Matzka said keeping water
off trails is one of the things
to do.
“Hikers can easily avoid the
water,” Matzka said. “They

causes a decline in beneficial
mycornhizal fungi. It can also
result in reduced infiltration
rates and in some cases increased surface erosion.”
Reuter — like many people
— likes to mountain bike in
can jump over the water or
his spare time.
move around it.”
He said he tries to stay on
He said mountain bikers
established trails to reduce the
have a hard time avoiding the
adverse effects off-trail riding
water.
has on soil.
“Sometimes they put rub“The first step causes the |
to go unmost erosion,” Reuter said. “It ber jumps for water
said.
Matzka
der the trail,”
will take 20 to 25 steps to equal
bikers to
the erosion caused by the first “This encourages
jump over the water.”
step.”
Matzka said some trails
Reuter said that the best
a slope that allows
way to prevent erosion is to now have
water to flow off the paths.
stay on the path.
©

4-2

Supervising

director

oF

of

his organization has been decommissioning 15 to 20 trialmiles a year since 1998.
“Some trails have been
completely
rehabilitated,”
place, time and environment

and if it’s a forgiving land.”
Places

like

Yosemite

Na-

tional Park do not allow offroad riding or mountain biking because more than 90
percent of its land is designated wildlife.

The National Forest Service
has decommissioned 1,538 total miles and 19,100 cumulative miles.
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trails and roads for the California Parks North Coast Redwood District, Don Beers said

Beers said. “It depends on the
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Erosion: Users can avoid erosion by staying on trails
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Melinda Myers teaches human sexuality and
courses in the ps chology and women's studies

departments. She owns Good Relations, a

fovers’ boutique in Old Town Eureka, and .
is the mother of two boys. af you have a
question you'dliike answered, e-mail her at:
mms @humboldt, edu

"Finest Tattoo ing On
The North Coast"

Q:

way, as can syphilis.

Please print sis wien hecithe I'm

“There are documented cases 0 re
tracting.
HIV through giving ar
betting with my friends that I'm right. I think you
can catch and transmit sexually transmitted dis- ‘oral sex with men, and a few loc
eases orally, ord they don't think 50. Wie! s right? _e8 of people contracting HIV through

Experienced Helpful Staff

A:
You are, without a doubt. It amazes
me that information like that isn’t as wide-—

¢ Fine Line « Cover Ups ¢ Bold Bright Colors
Autoclave Sterilization « Single Use Needles
Comfortable & Sanitary Conditions

spread as it should be. While this is by no

means an exhaustive list, here are a few: ,
If you see a cold sore on your lover's ‘lips,
they shouldn’t touch yours.
Herpes isn’t particular, and it will transmit
from lips to genitals and back quite readily.
Cold sores are herpes, generally speaking,
| and most people (even little kids) get them
sometimes.

11:00-7:00pm Tues-Sat

(707)443~3809
eS

To

make

So what's a poor person to do? Laten

riers will protect you and your lover:

be used during oral sex. Use condoms ! r fel-

latio, and non-microwaveable saran wrap or a
dental dam for oral sex with women.
You can use flavored lubes to get past the”
latex taste, and to increase your lover’s (and

your) sensations. Creativity in lovemaking

has many benefits.

matters

view),

the

“myth that oral
‘sex is safer than
other _insertive
activities, and to a
_ point that’s true.

It’s still on, the’

those folks should avoid
contacting others until the
sores completely heal.
The folks who don’t notice that
sensation are most likely contagious prior to

the sores showing up as well.
Genital warts are probably the most conta-

gious of all the diseases lovers pass back-andforth. Warts are also caused by a virus.
This particular one, human papilloma vi-

rus, can last a long time in the air so it can be
SPECIAL

transmitted easily on people’s hands.
Don’t confuse genital warts with common

COUPON

No Initiation Fee

warts you might have on your hands, that’s
not what I mean. Although that is another

inc Uk en,

$180 for the 2002-2003 School Year
Back to School Special

type of HPY, it isn’t the same variation that
causes genital warts.
With genital warts, it is easy to transmit

by someone touching themselves, and then
touching their partners moist places.
It is also possible to contract genital warts
in the throat, and pass them to one’s lovers
that way.
Warts are contagious even when they're microscopic, and some scientists believe that the

nl tl

Best Equipped Gym”
on the North Coast

is ae

¢ Largest Free Weight Collection

¢ 5,000 sq. ft. of Free Weights

a

¢ Only N. Coast commercial gym with
Hammer Strength™ Equipment

virus also sheds between outbreaks.

¢ Stair Masters & Lifecycles
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_ “unsafe” list, however, and to protect yourself, the same rules apply
that you've all heard about
since junior high.
If you want to go without barriers, and you are ina monogamous relationship with your partner (and you're really sure
about that), get tested.
You can be easily (and cheaply) tested for a
variety of infections including HIV, chlamydia, gonorrhea and syphilis.
Open

Door Clinic on 10th Street can do

these tests for most students for free, as can
any other clinic that receives family planning
money from the government.
Here, these clinics include Northcountry
Clinic and Six Rivers Planned Parenthood. You can also be tested at the Health Center
for a nominal fee. Both men and women are
eligible to receive these services.
In addition, you need to TALK about his-

tories of cold sores, genital herpes and genital
warts (those can’t efficiently be tested for unless the lesions are present when the person is
examined).

If the tests and talks are negative, and there

have been no opportunities to catch anything |

Gonorrhea is also transmissible orally, and

eAerobic Classes
4
oo

is

- prevalent

her-

the blister(s) turn up, and

at the Totem Pole
McKinleyville Shopping Center
se in

during

oral sex.
There

pes viruses shed
before the sore
shows up.
Some people who
get recurrent herpes.
infections notice a tingling sensation before °

We've Confused
Comfort and Fashion

:

Realistically, very
few people ac- tually use protection

even more interesting (from a gambler’s point of

STUDENT

C
Vv

- . with women...

SPECIALIZING IN CUSTOM TATTOOS

1806 4th « Eureka

‘lninastwell: , Hepatitis

by Melinda Meyers

is

in the preceding six months, yon caneee:
ewe the barriers.
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“Beethoven Is...’

is a little risky
Student-run production
bares all this weekend
and next at Van Duzer
by Wendy Lautner
Scene Error

ex, suicide and sensuality spike the punch of the
“HSU Department of Theatre, Film and Dance production “Beethoven Is...”
The performance is restricted to audience members over
17 years-old, due to scenes of
strong sensuality and nudity.
The show will run Thursday, Friday and Saturday this

week and next weekend in the
Van Duzer Theatre.
The student run production
is the first in this year’s original play season.
In order for a play to be
considered original it must

never have
before.

been

performed

“Beethoven Is...” was one
of 260 submissions that teach-

ers and students reviewed for
selection in an HSU theatre
class last spring

called

Page

to Stage.
“We chose ‘Beethoven Is...’

because it presented the most
possibility for theatricalization,” said Kevin Crowe, play
director.
Crowe said the play combines highly saturated lighting and shadows to create
interesting special effects. Special effects are also attained by
dropping objects such as sheet
‘music and roses from the ceiling.
“As
Beethoven
becomes
deaf,

we

begin

to

hear

his

deafness,” Crowe said.
The play, written by Joe Calarco, re-creates the life of tormented composer and musician Ludwig Van Beethoven

through the eyes of Bettina
Brentano, played by Lila Nelson, theatre arts sophomore.
Brentano narrates the story
PHOTO 8 Kevin Crowe

Rob Brown (Beethoven) and Lara Ford (Antonie Brentano) embrace in a love scene in
.
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tric, well-educated woman
who is deeply in love with
Beethoven. She resents him for
denying her and falling in love
with her sister-in-law,” Nelson said.

“Beginning with Beethoven’s
death, the storyline rewinds
through the turbulent turns
of Beethoven's life and ex-

plores the depths of his love
and loss.

'

“Beethoven’s

music

and

imagination attacks all of our
senses,” said Lara Ford, who
plays Brentano’s sister-in-law,
Antoine.

“This play is an attempt to
show Beethoven as the man he
was,” Ford said.
“There

is

no_

beginning,

middle or end, but somehow it

all comes together,” said Kyle
Driggers,

theatre

arts

senior,

who plays Beethoven’s father,
brother, and an aristocrat. “It’s
kind of experimental.”
“There are many climaxes,”
said Joshua Porter, elementary
education/theatre arts senior,
who plays the part of Karl.
Karl is Beethoven’s nephew who attempts suicide because the pressure of living
with Beethoven is too much
for him.
Perhaps one of the climaxes is Karl’s attempted suicide

scene.
The scene is accompanied
by a ballet performed in the

nude by nine actors.
“The ballet expresses the
feeling going on in Karl’s head

“Brentano is a very eccen-

“Beethoven Is...” The production will run this weekend and next at the Van Duzer.

2

and also interacts with characters on stage, Nelson said.

“The nudity is
elegantly done. It
is less sexual and
more sensual.”

TARR RPS KES

see Beethoven, page 25
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A.S. Presents

4Hod

a)
*,

double trios
bums.

by Wendy Lautner

Two of those albums were
released

friend.
Brad

Barr

Barr, plays drums,

plays

does vocals, and
plays bass.
“When

we

guitar

and

Marc

Fried-

met

Marc

through high school jazz band,
we knew that he was a really
funky, skillful guy,” Brad Barr
said. “He had more of a soul
and R&B influence.”
The
Slip
was
officially
formed in 1994, and since then
the band has released four al-

year.

The

first

ie = ee

the second was “Angel Come

On Time,” the band’s first re-

sound.

while

a

cord on a major label.
“Tl take comfort in recording with Rykodisc because it’s
considered to be a large independent label,” Barr said.
Barr said creating the “Angel Come .On Time” album
was more of a challenge because the band was trying to
create a multiphonic instrumental

Andrew

this

was “Live is My Jumby,” the
band’s first live album, and

“be!3

A.S. presents a double-set
of dynamic trios on Tuesday
when Drums and Tuba opens
for The Slip in the Kate Buchanan Room.
“I'm glad that we're playing with Drums and Tuba,”
said Brad Barr, guitarist for
The Slip, in a phone interview
from Massachusetts. “I feel
there is a kind of a kinship. being another trio.”
The Slip trio consists of two
brothers and a high school

ate

Scene EpiTor

writing

new music at the same time.
Barr, who does most of the
initial songwriting, said he
often writes the music before
the lyrics and uses the sounds
of the instruments to find the
words to a song.
An example of this is the
song “Nashau Rose,” which
tells an ancient story about
sailors at sea.
“I felt the music was conjuring an oceanic feel, and it

PHOTO COURTESY OF THE SLIP

The Slip will play with Drums and Tuba at the Kate Buchanan
made me remember an old
age that one of The Slip’s roadScottish story | had heard of
ies came up with.
changing sea animals,” Barr
“It’s a phrase that has a
said. “The story of the song
truth to it,” Barr said. “It’s apcomes from the feelings of the
plicable to any situation.”
music.”
In addition to recording
Similarly, so does the title
new albums, the band has also
“Angel Come On Time.” Barr
had a busy year touring.
said the phrase refers to an ad“We started off on kind of ’

Room on Tuesday.
a suicide mission, playing 14

nights straight,” Barr said. “It
was hard playing in the Midwest.”
The Slip aims to create a

balance in its music between
jazzy instrumental improvisasee Slip, page 26
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Blue Crush...? Well maybe not here
in Humboldt, but we love to surf.
So we probably should be studying
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G. Love reflects on fatherhood & music
by Wendy Lautner

like a record of where you're
at in your whole life spiritually, musically and physically.
It’s also where your influences

SCENE EDITOR

G.

Love

& Special

will be coming

Sauce

are — every recording is kind

to Arcata on

Sunday to play a show with
San Diego’s Slightly Stoopid.
G. Love & Special Sauce has
crafted a unique style of blues,

of like a snapshot of that per-

country, hip-hop and rap since
joining forces in the early nineties.

that you're working an right
now?
I think it’s very rejuvenated. I kind of feel like, this

iod of your life.
LJ: What is the mood and

style

The Lumberjack had the opportunity to do an interview

material

new

the

past year, there’s been a lot of
change in my life. You know I
had a child.

with G. Love from Los Ange-

les. Here’s what how it went.
LJ: On each of your albums
you seem
mood and
think that
I think

of

LJ: How old is your new
baby?
14 months.

to have a different
style, why do you
is?
every recording is

the direction you want to take
your music? Or have you

thought about that yet?
Well, actually him and his
mom just flew home and that

was really sad.
It’s just tough being apart |
from the family now. I love
being out on the road, but I
never have felt like this before.
It’s really hard to leave him.
That's like a challenge. But at
the same time this is what I do

and this is what I have to do
to make sure I can take care of

P

my family.
The other thing is musically,

|.

I definitely have written a lot |
of songs about what I’ve gone

LJ: Being that you’re a new

PHOTO CourTEsY OF G. Love

see Love, page 27 G. Love & Special Sauce will perform on Sunday at the KBR.

dad, does that kind of change
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& Corn Maze
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Challenge the Maze!
Get lost while you discover what funny
and odd things lurk within!
Open from 1-5pm Weekdays
& 10-5pm on Weekends

Q,

Adults $3 &
10 and under $2
HWY 299, Blue Lake exit

Great Family Funl
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A

851 Bayside Road, Suite A

Sh

Arcata, Ca 95521

ci
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707-822-7641 (phone)

707-822-5883 (fax)

ometimes CDs have this

THE MERCURY PROGRAM

Gite

azevedo@humboldt1.com
www.humboldt1.com/~azevedo

And though I am not
sure if the goal is to relax or
to send you out on a journey
through the band’s artistic vision, these particular CDs tend
to do that.

Linda Azevedo, OD
© General Optometry
© Contact Lenses

Loren Azevedo, OD, FAAO

STUDENT

© General Optometry

The new CD by The Mercu-

DISCOUNT

ry Project, “A Data Learn The

e Bifocal contact lenses

Language,” does just that. One

Hai Tong, OD
©
©
©
©

feel.

could easily call it background

music.

General Optometry
Pediatrics & binocular vision
Vision-related learning disorders
Computer and sports vision

Just

The Mercury Project
“A Data Learn The
Language”

OPEN SATURDAYS - 9 AM 11 4 PM

over

47

minutes,

CD is more of a piece of art
than a pop album. And that
can be good and bad.
It’s certain not to draw a lot
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see one-tenth
a abt nme it

that plays

a strong

role in the overall vision and
it seems to be exactly what the
band wanted.
You

could

compare

the

band to the Roots of Orchis,
which it will be playing with
when The Mercury Project visits the HSU campus in mid

November. The Mercury Project has a sound mostly comprised of soft sounds on bass,
see Reviews, page 28
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SCENE

Beethoven: Provocative production world premiere
e Continued from page 21

while

he’s

committing

cide,” Driggers said. “It expresses how exposed his feel-

suicide,”

Crowe to conceptualize how it

PLAY ACTOR

the challenge of playing multiple roles and difficult char-

done,” Crowe said. “It is less

sexual and more sensual.”
Cast members agree.
“It’s all about expressing
a form of passion,” said Rob
Brown,
English
education
senior, who plays an older
Beethoven.
Crowe decided to have
play

acters.

“This is the fourth play I’ve
done where | play multiple
roles,” Drigger said. “It’s like
aerobics, it’s not dull.”
“It's really fun playing
someone on the verge of being
crazy,” Brown said.
into someone's
“Getting

Beethoven

in different stages of his life to
create “an ensemble effect.”
He also chose a small cast
of 12 actors to represent the 42
characters in the play.
“Each person in the show
is as active as they can be,”
Crowe said. “It’s a lot more exciting and fun when everyone

head and playing the part of
someone who has been dead
for a long time isn’t easy,” Lucas said. “We had to do a lot of
research, and read the letters

“Beethoven

_ “Beethoven Is...” should
not be confused with the major motion

TMS
AR

this sunday

“The

major

Audience

i AY

|

t

European Vacation

is

attendees

can

Beethoven pieces during the

° Win an all expense paid, 5 day trip for 2 to Frankfurt, Germany or 2
$1,000.
cash prizes!
00
* Qualify by signing up for FREE with the MVP Club or by just playing
at Blue Lake Casino! Tickets will be passed out every hour to active
players from 12 - 9pm, Oct. Ist - 26th. Numb
will ers
be called from
- 1- 10pm. If your number is called, redeem your ticket stub at the MVP
Club for FREE entry into the Grand Prize drawing on Oct. 26th at 10pm!

play, but not one full piece together, Crowe said.
“The vast majority of the
play has music behind it,”
Crowe said.
The student-actors have rehearsed 24 hours a week for

Adjust be 31 years of age or older to enter inte casins and participate in thls evant, Promation

open to legal US resident
only Winner is responsible for exchanging American Airlines

Wehet venchers at eny American Alglines dchest commer, Amarican Express Prisrity Clab
Gets! voachers must be radesmed at tls af reservation. Trip vouchers eve subject to Mackeat
periods, Blue Lake Casine is net responsible for lest, stolen, or damaged vouchers, Blue
Lake Casino employes ara ast cligiile to participate (a this promeden. Blne Leke Casias
Menagement reserves the right to modify or cancel this cvert af any tes. Blas Lake Casine
decietons im ail Sepeses.
makss fins!
Moneg
emon’

the past six weeks.
Tickets can be purchased
at the University Ticket Office
or at the door and are free for
HSU students, $6 for general

admission

fay
Blue Lake, CA 95525
707.668.9770
www. blwelakecasino.com

and -$3.50 for se-

nior citizens and non HSU students. Curtain time is 8 p.m.

te

Tickets still available!

difference

wna

expect to hear more than 40

(oct 20) © east gym

o

a

this is not the case,” Crowe
said.

picture ‘Immortal

-_ore

tells

that in the movie, Beethoven’s
brother’s wife is Beethoven's
immortal lover. In the play,

Beloved’,” Crowe said.

of the actors enjoy

Is...”

more
historically
accurate
story because Calarco wrote
the play almost exclusively
from excerpts of letters that
Beethoven had written or were
written to him, Crowe said.

he wrote.”

is involved.”

Many

Kyle Driggers

would come together.
“The nudity is elegantly

actors

rate,” Crowe said.

feeling going on in
Karl's head while
he’s committing

ings are through movement.”
“The dancers are like tortured souls,” Ford said.
Since the play has never
been performed, it was up to

three

“Immortal Beloved’ is intentionally historically inaccu-

“The ballet
expresses the

sui-
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daughter of legendary
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Call 444-CLUB

Indian sitar player Ravi
In. 1998 she released
Shankar will perform.-- her first solo recording
at the Van Duzer
entitled “Anoushka,”

4

for show info.

Call 444-2624

To charge tickets by phone.
: The Works COs & Tapes, Eureka/Arcata;
& Tapes, Garberville; The Metro, Arcata,
Fat City Music, CrescentC‘ty
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PPP

Doors open at 8:30, showtime at 9 30 18 and
over |D required Tickets
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available now at the usual outlets
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which received critical

Anoushka studied
under her father
instruction, making

acclaim.

her first debut
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Hall.
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-Compiled by Matthew
Donner

e Continued from page 22

°

list. We

just trust each other,

and draw from our history
gether,” Barr said.

to-

Along with being excited
to play with Drums and Tuba,
Brad said The Slip also looks
forward to performing on the
coastal states.
Drums & Tuba will also
be bringing new music to
the concert with its new CD,
“Mostly Ape” released in September of this year.
“With ‘Mostly Ape’ we
were really interested in tight-

ognized as a band that plays a

I'd recommend

variety of different sounding

body,” Wolf said.

music;

The group materialized in
the musical hot spot of Aus-

including

rock,

funk,

punk and electronica.
Drums and Tuba is a strictly
instrumental band.
- On stage the band creates a

interview

from

Victor,

Idaho.
Although Wolf said he
couldn’t define the nature of
the band, Depa d Taya! is rec-

a duet

they

The band played for tips on
downtown Sixth Street until Neal McKeeby joined the
band.
McKeeby, on guitar, added
the essential element to give
the Drums and Tuba trio the

a digital delay machine, which

records the sounds and allows
an instant playback.
“It gives the music a lot of

depth by creating more layers,” Wolf said.
The sounds lead listeners to
wonder if what they are really
hearing is tuba.

The group has been toursaid Wolf.

phone

formed

Tony

named

some

Wolf,

drummer

sizing sounds. with a looping
machine. This allows instrument sounds to pass through

them more concise and adding
rock,” said Brian

Nozero

to any-

live orchestration by synthe-

ing since August and plans to
keep it going until November

tuba and trumpet player, in a

tin, Tex.
Wolf and

him

:

Just Drums

and Tuba.

sound that it has today.

The threesome has been
playing for around eight years
on and off Wolf said, and has
been

under

the

Righteous

Babe Records for one year and
a half.

Tickets are $8 for students
and $12 general admission
and can be purchased at The
Works in Arcata’ and Eureka,
the Metro CDs and Tapes in
Arcata and The University

“The tour has been fun,”
Wolf said. “We've had some
great opening acts for us, the
Space Heads are really incredible, and now this guy called
Ticket Office. Show
Bat One uy PAPSeInG! for,us. . 9p.m,
ee

i

a

|

~*#

@@

ee

ees

eeen

ee

starts at
®
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and the Rainforest .
Foundation Benefit.
Concert in Carnegie

Slip: Band creates multiphonic sound on new album

ening up our songs, making

oe |

Peace Gard, the World
Economic Forum

The show starts at 8

Anoushka has played
benefit concerts for .
the Tibet Foundation

“We rarely write a full set

Featuring
Potluck
James Boy
Coolnutz
and
“Central Intellegence
ive on stage!
Doors open at 900
Tickets
$10 at usual
outlets

BIG

Theatre on Saturday.

tion and simple well-loved
songs during a live set, Barr
said.
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performance in New
Dehli, India at age 13.
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535 5th St.

Anoushka Shankar,
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Love: G. Love talks parenting, surfing and music
e Continued from page 23

The band

my game. We're trying out a

band on the stage?
Well, when we're on stage
we're not fighting. On stage

bunch of new stuff and kind
of mixing it up every night so
that’s cool.

it’s just like we’ve always been
a bar band.
: We've always had a lot of

LJ: That goes into my next
question. A few years back
you recorded the single “Rodeo Clowns” with Jack Johnson, are you planning on recording anything with him in
the future?
We've talked about it before. But it’s so hard when
you're on tour to find the time
to get into the studio and everyone is just so busy. I don’t
know. We’ll have to ‘see what
happens.
Actually, I think we 2 will record something, maybe not on
the same song but on the movie that (professional surfer)

ups and downs in the studio

and
through in my life, and now
when I say baby in my songs I
might be‘meaning my kid and
not just a girl, you know.
I see.

Yea, but it’s just been great.
It’s really been a positive in-

fluence on my music and on
my life.
Since I’ve had a kid my lifestyle changed a lot so I’m not

going out as much when I’m
home. I feel like I had the kind
of energy I had when I was in
high school.
So (the new album’s) kind
of exuberant on the energy

side. And as far as the music
it’s more acoustic now, but it’s
also more hip-hop. I’ve been
working with a lot of hip-hop
producers getting beats and
shit.
LJ: Do you think it’s going

to be kind of a mix between
the mellow acoustic “Philadelphonic”

mixed: with

sound of the “Electric Mile”?
It’s kind of continuation
“Philadelphonic” in a way —
with the production part of
it, but I see it’s like the original concept of G. Love which

was like acoustic hip-hop. Just
playing with my band and be-

coming a live band as opposed
to an idea that took me downa

lot of different courses.
A lot of that was electrified
in studio so I could have a different presence on. stage. So
I’m kind of getting back to a
more funk sound on this record. ,
LJ: That’s great. So how is
ing your family?
It’s going really well. We
just did a week of shows with
Jack

Johnson

and

now

we’re

going out to do our own thing
for awhile.

feeling

on

top.

of

SIK RIVERS BREWERY

Serving; Lunch, Dinner, Tasty Microbrews
and the Best Live Music around

> McKinieyvillen <

but as far as live, that has al-

10/16 BJ Gabe Gid Scheel Kip Hep
10/177 Olid Man Clemmins

ways been where we've been

really comfortable and in our
element. | think it’s kind of

0's Honey Buckit

where we shine.
LJ: Growing up in Philly

are

how’d you become interested
in New Orleans parade beats
and the delta blues?
I just really got turned on
to the blues from listening to

10/21Monday Night Foothall
11/1 David Neilson Band

the “Country Blues” album by
John

Hammond.

And

when

Psychedelic Reck

|

> Old Town Eureka. <

put it on it just really rocked
my world. From that moment

on I just wanted to be a blues
man.

And

I just bought

all

Kelly Slater is doing.

these records, John Lee Hook-

It's a movie about Kelly
Slater — and Jack’s real good
friends with Kelly — and

er,

they’ve asked me to be on the
soundtrack as well. So it will
probably be the next chance

the

the tour going besides miss-

I’m

is playing great

Lightning

Hopkins,

and

you know everybody. And
spent my time just emulating
this music and it just really be-

came a part of my life.

LJ: Anything else you'd
like to say to the students bewe'll get to hook up in the stufore I let you go?
dio.
I’d just like to say thanks for
LJ: Now, you and Jack met
having us out. Definitely looksurfing right?
ing forward to checking some ©
Yea we did, and through a
mutual friend who took a lot of the scenery and some of the
greenery out there. Looking
of pictures for the “Philadelforward to the show, we've got
phonic” record and a good
friend of the family’s. He in- a great opening band, Slightly
Stoopid.
troduced me to Jack and the
LJ: Have you played with
rest is history.
them
before?
LJ: Do you think you'll be 5
Yea, we're real good friends.
able to catch any waves while
Yea, I’m going to be on their
you're in Arcata?
new record.
I hope so, I just hope there’s
not a big shark there ig
Slightly Stoopid will open for
for me.
G Love & Special Sauce on SunLJ: Did you hear about our
day at 9 p.m. in the East Gym.
shark attack?
Tickets are $15 for students and
No, was it a great white?
$25 general admission and can be
LJ: Yea, but no one got
purchased
at The Works in Arcahurt.’ What is the difference
ta and Eureka, the Metro in Arcabetween G. Love .& Special
ta and the HSU Bookstore.
Sauce in the studio and the

-
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$5.99 Halibat a chips ‘a

$5.99 Pitchers ef Amber a Gaid
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Indian sitar player Ravi
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Shankar will perform-

Erx-A-Movuse

ah
VU day

Doors open at 8:30, showtime at 9°30 18 and
over |D required Tickets
$18 advance and
available now at the usual outlets

es

entitled “Anoushka,”

Theatre on Saturday.

LIVE...ON STAGE
24

her first solo recording

at the Van Duzer

; The Works CDs & Tapes, pueeeroms:
& Tapes, Garberville;
The Metro,Ai
Fat City Music, Crescent City

OCTOBER

In 1998 she. released

—Dihbhhhhhhhahhhhhhihinitntiatrtatrtntnt

which received critical
acclaim.

Anoushka studied
under her father

instruction, making
her firstdebut

e Continued from page 22
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funk,

I'd recommend him to anybody,” Wolf said.
The group materialized in

punk and electronica.
Drums and Tuba is a strictly
instrumental band.

the musical hot spot of Austin, Tex.
Wolf and drummer Tony

- On stage the band creates a
live orchestration by synthesizing sounds. with a looping

Nozero

be

bringing

new

music

depth by creating more layers,” Wolf said.
The sounds lead listeners to
wonder if what they are really
hearing is tuba.

to

“Mostly Ape” released in Sep-

tember of this year.
‘Mostly

Ape’

rock,

“It gives the music a lot of

the concert with its new CD,
“With

including

machine. This allows instrument sounds to pass through
a digital delay machine, which
records the sounds and allows
an instant playback.

Along with being excited
to play with Drums and Tuba,
forward to performing on the
coastal states.
Drums & Tuba will also

5

a

just trust each

Brad said The Slip also looks

y,

benefit concerts for .
the Tibet Foundation

music;

live set, Barr

said.
“We rarely write a full set

PARTY!

The show starts at 8

p.m. in the Van Duzer.

ognized as.a band that plays a

°

iat

bh hh bbb bbb bb bhh hh hana

and the Rainforest.
Foundation Benefit.
Concert in Carnegie
Hall.

Anoushka has played

variety of different sounding
songs during a
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Slip: Band creates multiphonic sound on new album
tion and simple well-loved
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performance in New
Dehli, India at age 13.
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CLUB WEST__ oe

we

were really interested in tight-

The group has been tour-

ening up our songs, making

ing since August and plans to
keep it going until November

them more concise and adding
some rock,” said Brian Wolf,
tuba and trumpet player, in a
phone interview from Victor,
Idaho.
.
Although Wolf said he
couldn’t define the nature of
the band, Drums & Tuba is rec_’

eo

said Wolf.
“The tour has been fun,”
Wolf said. “We've had some
great opening acts for us, the
Space Heads are really incredible, and now this guy called
Bat One oe PARSInG for.us. .
w&

named

formed

a duet

Just Drums

they

and Tuba.

The band played for tips on
downtown Sixth Street until Neal McKeeby joined the
band.
McKeeby, on guitar, added
the essential element to give
the Drums and Tuba trio the
sound that it has today.
The threesome has been
playing for around eight years
on and off Wolf said, and has
been under the Righteous
Babe Records for one year and
a half.

Tickets are $8 for students
and $12 general admission
and can be purchased at The
Works in Arcata’ and Eureka,
the Metro CDs and Tapes in
Arcata and The University
Ticket Office. Show starts at
9p.m,
“*@@
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SCENE

Love: G. Love talks parenting, surfing and music
e Continued from page 23

The band

and

I’m

is playing great

feeling

on

top.

of

my game. We're trying out a
through

in my

life, and now

when I say baby in my songs |
might be‘meaning my kid and
not just a girl, you know:
I see.

Yea, but it’s just been great.
It’s really been a positive influence on my music and on

my life.
Since I’ve had a kid my lifestyle changed a lot so I’m not

bunch of new stuff and kind
of mixing it up every night so
that’s cool.
LJ: That goes into my next
question. A few years back
you recorded the single “Rodeo Clowns” with Jack Johnson, are you planning on recording anything with him in

the future?

but as far as live, that has alreally comfortable and in our
element. I think it’s kind of
where we shine.
LJ: Growing up in Philly

to get into the studio and ev-

high school.

eryone is just so busy. I don’t
know. We'll have to see what

happens.

John

of exuberant on the energy
side. And as far as the music
it’s more acoustic now, but it’s
also more hip-hop. I’ve been
working with a lot of hip-hop
producers getting beats and
shit.
LJ: Do you think it’s going

to be kind of a mix between
the mellow acoustic “Philadelphonic”

mixed

with

the

sound of the “Electric Mile”?
It's kind of continuation
“Philadelphonic” in a way —
with the production part of
it, but I see it’s like the origi-

nal concept of G. Love which
was like acoustic hip-hop. Just
playing with my band and be-

And

my world. From that moment
on I just wanted to be a blues

ie that (professional surfer)
Kelly Slater is doing.
It’s a movie about Kelly
Slater — and Jack’s real good

man.

friends with Kelly — and
they’ve asked me to be on the
soundtrack as well. So it will
probably be the next chance
we'll get to hook up in the stu-

spent my time just emulating
this music and it just really be-

LJ: Now, you and Jack met

surfing right?
Yea we did, and through a

mutual friend who took a lot
of pictures for the “Philadel-

record

and

a good

lot of different courses.

troduced

A lot of that was electrified
in studio so I could have a different presence on stage. So
I’m kind of getting back to a
more funk sound on this reCony:
LJ: That’s great. So how is
the tour going besides missing your family?
It’s going really well. We
just did a week of shows with

rest is history.
LJ: Do you think you'll be
able to catch any waves while
you're in Arcata?
I hope so, I just hope there’s
not a big shark there os
for me.
LJ: Did you hear about our
shark attack?
No, was it a great white?

Jack Johnson and now we're
going out to do our own thing

hurt.’ What is the: difference
between G. Love .& Special
Sauce in the studio and the

friend of the family’s. He in-

LJ:

me

Yea,

to Jack and

but

no

one

the

got

And

I just bought

you

know

everybody.

ing forward to checking some
of the scenery and some of the
greenery out there. Looking
forward to the show, we've got
a great opening band, Slightly
Stoopid.
LJ: Have you played with
them before?
Yea, we’re real good friends.

Yea, I’m going to be on their
new record.
Slightly Stoopid will open for
G Love & Special Sauce on Sunday at 9 p.m. in the East Gym.
Tickets are $15 for students and
$25 general admission and can be
purchased at The Works in Arcata and Eureka, the Metro in Arcata and the HSU Bookstore.

wild-eyes. com

id
its

talph'lauren -

keaneth cole

oP

And

Lj: Anything else you'd
like to say to the students before I let you go?
I’d just like to say thanks for
having us out. Definitely look-

Order we Wild Eyes contacts at Dr. Barnes office

mossime

all

came a part of my life.

Want an

armani

10/21Monday Night Football
11/1 David Nelson Band

these records, John Lee Hooker, Lightning Hopkins, and

side?
wildaccessory?
into your
Want outragedu
s Halloween

Or. Jim Barnes © 85] Bayside Road, Arcata
822-5121 © www.jb20-20.com
Unique eyewear, eye exams & contact lenses

01s Honey Buckit

I

put it on it just really rocked

phonic”

n
rs
as
US

when

Actually, I think we > will re-

coming a live band as opposed
to an idea that took me downa

for awhile.

Hammond.

cord something, maybe not on
the. same song but on the mov-

dio.

are

how’d you become interested

of energy I had when I was in
So (the new album’s) kind

10/16 BJ Gahe Gid Scheel Nin Hep
10/77 Old Man Clommins

ways been where we've been

home. I feel like I had the kind

I’m

> McKinleyvillen
cn ¢

lot of

in New Orleans parade beats
and the delta blues?
I just really got turned on
to the blues from listening to
the “Country Blues” album by

when

Serving; Lunch, Dinner, Tasty Microbrews
and the Best Live Music around

ups and downs in the studio

We've talked about it before. But it’s so hard when
you’re on tour to find the time

going out as much

SIX RIVERS BREWERY

band on the stage?
Well, when we're on stage
we're not fighting. On stage
it’s just like we’ve always been

a bar band.
- We've always had a

united colors of benetton

27

> Old Town Eureka. ¢
©

toe Party Time Karaoke

O77 KULICA Fm nectere
10/19 BJ LOMMY notre bance rarty

oe
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Reviews: Miller’s cheezy lyrics, Ding Mao's abstract
Hot Italian Hero
Sandwiches

fFrow

Live

YORK

NEW

hes

b

_ ¢ Continued from page 24

_

apc QMANOS

Hcl»

_ Veggie Rolls

—-!2aby the slice

Authentic N.Y. Style Pizza
1504 G St., Arcata
822-6199

We have salads too!
Antipasto Salad «Dinner Salad

Green Salad
Open

Mon-Thur: 11 am9 pm, Fri
& Sat: 11 am- 10 pm, Sun:
2- 9 pm

Think You Might Be
Pregnant?
FREE Pregnancy Testing
all services confidential
e Information and Educational Materials

¢ Clothing for Mom and Baby

CARE
CE

€

442-2345

cause they are original. It’s just

guitars, drums and electric piano — with some keyboards,
computers and a little vibraphone thrown in.
And if there was one thing

that mostly his lyrics suck.
My favorite song on this al-

bum titled “Four-Eyed Girl”

1 learned from watching the
Roots of Orchis when the band
came through with Modest
Mouse it’s that you just can’t
expect a lot more than a relaxing evening.

It's impossible to say what
the highlights of this CD are.
Most songs would seem out of
place if listened to without the
context of the entire album.
And the band makes no at-

&

Pain

In which he sings, “You've

your foot to. But it certainly
doesn’t make up for the rest

of the CD.
It’s not that Miller isn’t any
good. It’s just that you probably already own five other
CDs by young, male artists
that sound the same — unless you've already traded
them in.
-Cristine Benson

725-5676

Neck

gained favorite status because
it’s just too silly not to enjoy. In
this song Miller sings, “Lalala
I’m in love with a four-eyed
girl. She knows how to abububu.”
Miller wraps up the album
with a song called “Terrible
Vision.”

got terrible vision and I’m in
love with you.”
Deep huh? Actually, no not
at all.
tempt to hide that. —
That about sums it up. MillMy advice: listen to it, see *
er seems to be desperately tryif you like it, don’t expect othing to be deep and well he just
ers to agree. Music like this is
isn’t.
an acquired taste, almost like
So besides not too creative,
wine. I liked it, as I like wine.
and lacking depth, nothing
It’s nice for that kind of evereally makes Miller’s music
ning when you don’t expect
stand out.
too much. In fact, the best way
Song number nine, “Th
to describe this CD is just to
El,” is probably the catchiest
call it nice.
of Miller's songs with a kind
-James Morgan
of country, fast paced beat,
it’s a song you can at least tap

is temporarily
closed for relocation

24 Hour Hotline

Back

I happen to really enjoy — be-

The Arcata Center

2390 Myrtle Ave, Eureka
Mon: 10-3 Tue: 12-5 Wed: 10-3

Humboldt

reminiscent of Weezer, a band

Center

Drs. Mark & Martha Henry
Chiropractors.

1781 Central Avenue, Suite C * McKinleyville

839-6300
Most Insurance Accepted ° Painless Payment Plans

*
Rhett Miller

“The Instigator”

The song gets the CD off to
an eerie, desperate sounding
kind of start, like you're waiting anxiously to hit soft powder while hanging out mid-air
22,000 ft. above sea level.
The next track, Diejester, is
a little more punky, more fastpaced. It reminds me of hitting phat jumps in the park, to
keep on with the snowboard
video track.
“The Making of Monsters,”
third track, caught my attention due to the interesting story that it tells. It starts off by
briefly describing the death of
a young girl, and the rest of
the song goes on to question
the meaning of the girl’s life
and death.
Make what you want of it,
but it’s definitely thought-provoking, although ‘not particularly pleasing phonetically.
This seems to be the theme
within the CD, although the
instrumental talent is not
overwhelming, the lyrics have
an abstract thoughtful flavor
that may appeal to the artsy
type, or to anyone who is just

in the mood for a little alternative rocking type of contemplation.

The next song, “Shrink”
_is a little vengeant, appeared
to have been written against

an old lover. The chorus is a
little hard to handle, pretty
scratchy, but the verses have
a nice beat. This is a good one
if you've just lost a lover and
you're feeling aggressive.
My favorite song on the CD
is “Petrologic,” an interesting
poem that might be questioning God’s motives coupled
with the only pleasing melody
on the entire CD.
-Wendy Lautner

hett Miller’s CD, “The
Instigator,” only made
e

want

to

instigate

a fight with anyone so that I
didn’t have to continue listening.

Based on the urioriginal CD
cover one can assume Miller’s
music will be just as unoriginal and guess what — it is.
The first song “Our Love”
is definitely cheesy, but tolerable. But the second song
- appropriately called “This Is
What I Do,” pretty much repeats that same five-word
phrase through most of the
song causing an annoying broken
a

met

“TM

record

effect, which

al-

most exceeds tolerability.
Miller does have a nice
voice. In fact his vocal style is

CD Rel

mK
Ding Mao
“Mal”

rom the moment I put in
Ding Mao’s Mal I began
. thinking of dropping
steep chutes.on my snowboard
in the Himalayas. The group’s

name, suggesting something

Asian, was probably respon-

sible for this visualization.
However, the first track
“Doppleganger” is where I
started picturing long drops.

oe
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High Roller Chris Cook intercepts the Frisbee at the Silver Strikers end zone in the semifinals Sunday at the Health Sport Community Center field.

Frisbee Tourney hits the grass in Arcata
MGM Grind come out the winners, but High Rollers almost make it
Each year there is a costume
theme that teams can choose
to participate in. This year the

by Wendy Lautner
SCENE EDITOR

umboldt’s high spirited High Rollers came
back to a close finish
at the 24th annual Ultimate
Frisbee Harvest Tournament

on Sunday, losing to the East
Bay’s MGM Grind 16-15.

two-day

The
drew

tournament

24 teams

lis, Ore.,

from Corval-

to Santa

Cruz.,

Ted

Weller,. tournament director
said.
“It’s a good blend of competitive athleticism and costumed fun,” Weller said.

theme was “Viva Las Vegas.”

“This is a kind of tournament that really hooks people
into playing ultimate Frisbee,”

Weller said.
Weller

said

the

Harvest

Tournament is the second longest continually run Frisbee

tournament in the world. It is
not part of the collegiate Ultimate.

The High Rollers consist of
mainly third-and-fourth year
HSU students who played in
the Summer League.

This year four teams consisted of players from Humboldt County.
The Flying Elvis’ and the
Silver Strikes both lost in the
semifinals to the Grind and
Rollers respectively.
Humboldt’s B team, Cock-

wail Tastresses,

made up of

beginning Ultimate Frisbee
players went 0-5 for the tournament.

Cook said ultimate Frisbee
is not a sport that anyone can
just jump into and be a star. It
‘takes practice, time and team
cohesion.
‘Ultimate Frisbee is played
on a football field with seven
players who are not allowed
to run with the Frisbee or have
contact with each other. Scoring is made by passing only.
Teams play to a point total, usually 13 or 15, unless the
game has reached a set time

“There’s a whole hell of a
lot of talent there,” said High
Roller’s captain and art/ limit.
If a game is nearing the
journalism senior Chris Cook.
time
limit,
a hard cap is puton
“Things will be looking good
: the game. This sets a new finext year.”

nal score by adding one to the
highest score at that time.

Cppk said the High Rollers played like a fine-tuned
machine, despite facing stiff
competition all day.
The team beat last year’s
finalists, Bay Area team Red
Fish Blue Fish in the quarterfinals after being down 12-9.
The

High

Rollers

held

said Jen Robb, environmental
see Frisbee, ‘next page

yr

‘een
dba dae
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oeu
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Red

Fish Blue Fish at 12-points and
went on to win the game, 1312.
“It was a real nail biter,”
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hands, Trello didn’t wait a
split second and high-tailed it
down the field to catch a pass
that turned into the Rollers’
second point of the game.
The Grind played tough defense and solid offense for the
next five points, halting scor-ing opportunities for the Rollers considerably.
“T think we're playing really well this year, showing
what we're really capable of
doing,” said Maria Shandley,
player for the Grind. “Last

year we didn’t even get to the
finals.”
Jumpstarting the Rollers
back to life again was Trello,
who laid out to catch an endzone pass.
4
FRY

:

PHOTO BY WENDY LAUTNER

Silver Striker team member catches a field point in the semifinals Sunday.

Frisbee: Twenty-four teams compete in Tournament
« Continued from previous page

The High Rollers went on to
beat the Silver Strikers in the
semifinals, 17-16 in a double

starting into the finals with a
sluggish 5-1 lead in favor of

Grind’s Dave Campbell, defensive player Amy Trello, recreation administration senior,
turned the momentum around

game point finish, with a score

the Grind.

by blocking a pass.

by seasoned veteran John Still-

After

man, recreation senior.

science senior.

The

team

an

lost

momentum

injury

for

the

As

the

Frisbee

changed

Nick Rady followed the
motion with a 65-yard huck
to Cook.
Andrew Cooper and MBA
student Greg Bender sweetened

the pot with lay-out

D's

and defensive blocks to charge
the Rollers into its second
comeback of the game.
Down 12-8, CIS junior Brian
Boardman caught two passes,

one right after the other. Still-

man followed suit, catching
back-to-back passes and final-

ly tieing the game at 12-12.
Trello stepped up again to

break a would-be comeback
by the Grind with another defensive block and ran down
the field to score another goal.
Consistent,
controlled
passes between Todd Frisbee,
Bender and Stillman led the
Rollers to break the tie and
lead the Grind, 14-12.
The Grind’s determination
rekindled and brought the
game to a head to head tie at
14-14.
Frisbee, of the Rollers, then
caught a long pass from Bender to take the lead from the
Grind 15-14.
The handful of spectators
watched the two teams battle
it out neck and neck as Maria

Shandley,

for

the

Grind,

caught a long pass, which
brought the game back to a
15-15 tie.
A 16-point

cap

was

then

put on the game because of dimishing daylight.
Tracy Fidell of the Grind
completed the winning pass to
Ali Momeni in the end zone.
Andrew Cooper of the Rollers dove for the disc, missing
by inches.
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Football drops

Volleyball set for

record to 1-4
The

Azusa

weekend games

Pacific

defense

The

came up big when it counted

HSU

volleybalt team

takes on the, Alaska schools
this weekend at home with

most, helping the Cougars to a

35-22 win over HSU on Satur-

Alaska- “Anchorage on Thurs-

day in Azusa.

urday at 7 p.m. in the gym.
HSU has seen all of the

fell to 1-4 on the season.
UC Davis is the next team
to face HSU, with kickoff set

teams in the conference and
has a 2-7 record after the first
round. Thursday night will
mark the beginning of the second round of conference play
for HSU.
The ‘Jacks lost in five games
against Seattle Pacific last
week and then fell in three

for 1:30 p.m. Saturday at the
Aggies’ Toomey Field.

Men’s soccer
scores another win

e Cruises ¢ Customized Travel

® Eurail Tickets Issued On Site
At McKinleyyille Office

,. Eureka 95501

saa McKinleyville
2019 Central Avenue
» McKinleyyille 95519

9707. 443.2778

“907.839. 4381

522 F Street

“Wefo@dalianes.com

‘mekin@dalianes.com

PROFESSIONAL CONSULTANTS TO SERVE YOu
“Jy, customized
tours + cruises + lodging + group trav

* ‘Want to haat about mare great ravll

in
oie

malig la.

‘ws, e-mail us, of viet WWW.DALIANES.COM,

games to No. 9 Western Washington.

The HSU men’s soccer team
earned its second straight victory Sunday with a 1-0 win
over Montana State Billings.

Women’s soccer

Coupled with Friday’s 2-0
victory over Northwest Nazarene, Sunday’s result lifted the

Splits a win, loss
The HSU

women’s

soccer

team split a pair of conference

‘Jacks season record to 3-10-1.

games last week falling 2-1 at
Seattle Pacific before defeating

HSU’s only action this week

will be a scrimmage against
the ‘Jacks alumni on Saturday.

Northwest Nazarene 4-0. The

team goes on the road again

The team will resume its inter-

this week

collegiate schedule the follow-

taking on UC

San

Diego on Saturday at 2 p.m.
and CSU San Bernardino on
Monday at 2 p.m.

. ing week, with all five remain-

ing. games to be played away
from home.
Three of those matches will
be against Great Northwest
Athletic
Conference _ rivals
Western Washington, Seattle
Pacific and Seattle Univer-

that

® Specialized Group Tours

and Alaska-Fairbanks on Sat-

tries, while the Lumberjacks

squads

oen “
& Special Student & Faculty Fares 8 Discounted International Airf

day at 7 p.m. in the East Gym,

Azusa Pacific remained undefeated with five wins in five

sity—

WOR SFFER

WE ARE MOVING ONE
BLOCK AWAY FROM OUR
CURRENT LOCATION.

~compiled by Heather Sundblad

©;

WE DON'T WANT TO
TAKE IT WITH US.

defeated

the ‘Jacks earlier this season,

while outscoring them a combined 17-2.

NOW IS YOUR
TIME TO SAVE!

eam schedule
HOME GAMES
FOOTBALL
Nov.2

Central Washington

@ 1 p.m.

STILL ON THE CORNER OF

~ VOLLEYBALL

6TH AND F ST. e EUREKA

Oct.17 Alaska Anchorage @ 7 p.m.

Oct.19
Nov.7

Alaska Fairbanks @ 7 p.m.
Western Washington @ 7 p.m.

Nov.9

Seattle Pacific @7 p.m.

am NEW LOCATION IN NOVEMBER
<6TH ST.
DOWNTOWN
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Artistic expression respected at HSU
This Thursday night “Beethoven Is...” a student run production will open in the Van Duzer Theatre. What makes this
play unique from the usual plays selected is that you must be
17 years old or older in order to attend.
The play consists of 12 cast members playing 42 roles and
in one scene, nine of the actors perform a ballet in the nude.
We think it is great that HSU student performers are given
opportunities to express themselves in a variety of ways.
Other schools may find a performance that involves nudity inappropriate. However, HSU’s department of theater,
film and dance embraces freedom of expression and gives
students space to explore and utilize their creative outlets.
We appreciate the open mindedness of the HSU policy
makers for not preventing a show like this from running.
Most of us here at HSU are adults and like the fact that we
are treated as such and given opportunities to artistically express ourselves, however we see fit.
We applaud the students who have chosen to perform this
production as they see fit and bare all for the sake of our entertainment.

Queer studies: good idea, bad timing

Many of the 25 members of the Queer Students Union have

decided to try and form a new minor at HSU. The minor they
eee
are pushing for is queer-studies.
We think that minors should only be considered if there is

valid proof of career opportunities that students with this minor can pursue.

Rather than further separating gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender and questioning students even more, why not incorporate more information pertaining to these issues into already existing courses?

By doing this, queer-studies will be introduced to people
who may not otherwise have taken classes pertaining to these
issues. Also, in a time where many departments at HSU are
unable to get enough funding to continue already existing

programs, is it really fair to create a new minor?
We

think that queer-studies is important, but at a time

when school funding is low a new minor dedicated to this
should not be a priority.

Questions regarding the
editorial content of The
Lumberjack should be directed to the editor at

(707) 826-5922.

:

eThe Lumberjack editorials are written based
on the majority opinion of

the

newspaper’s

editorial

guest columns no more
than 600 words.
eLetters can be mailed,

delivered or e-mailed (preferred) to The Lumberjack, Nelson Hall East 6,

Arcata, CA 95521
Email: thejack@humboldt.edu

‘eLetters must be re- -

writers, not necessarily
those of The Lumberjack
or its staff.
e The Lumberjack welcomes submissions for

ceived by 5 p.m. Friday
for next issue consideration. Letters and guest
columns must include the
writer’s name, city of residence and phone number.
Include major and year in
school if a student.
eLetters from the same

guest columns or guest
cartoons. |

lished every 30 days.

board.
eGuest columns, car-

toons and opinion articles
reflect the opinion of the

eLetters should be no |

more than 300 words and

author will only be pub-

Letters to the Editor
We are all young, free souls that need room to dance

I picked up a copy of The Lumberjack the other day and started flipping through the pages when I came across fhe article “Young Free

Souls Need Room To Dance.” lt sounded like
thoughts I’d had before so I began reading it
and could not agree more with the beginning.
Café Tomo was a lot of fun and we definitely
are in need of a good venue on the plaza (or at
least somewhere in town...I still think the old

theater would be a perfect spot).
‘ Towards the end of the article though, things
took a sharp turn towards an attack on the
“homeless tribe” on the plaza and I couldn’t
help being disappointed by that. I’m not really sure how one thing led to the other, but after
reading the article I was left feeling a little con-

fused at how a positive statement about needing a place to dance had turned into a negative
statement about some of the people who are
my friends. I think it had something to do with

the confrontations that take place in front of the
bars (which probably occur most often between
college students than anyone else).
Maybe instead of just blaming a group of
people though, we should look deeper to what
really fuels the fire — too much alcohol.

One

about Arcata, in my past four years, living
here, is the level of acceptance and diversity
that usually exists throughout the community, and it saddens me to see this being jeopardized. Why should one group of people have
more right to hang out on the plaza than any

others? Last time I checked no one has to pay
rent to be on the plaza — and that’s the beauty

of it, right? When did Arcata become a hierarchy where some people have certain privileges

that others don’t?

I think what I’m really trying to get at is that

we are all common people that have taken different paths through life. We have all ended up
here in Arcata now though, and should learn to
share the plaza regardless of lifestyle. ‘Tolerance
and understanding is key. We are ALL young,

free souls that need room to dance.
I’m not sure if this means anything to anyone — I just think that minds should stay open.
And one more thing — James Morgan is the
shit — I look forward to reading everything he
writes!
Katie Duff
environmental ethics junior

thing I’ve learned that I really love

Register and vote yes on proposition 47, our schools need it
First of all, are you registered to vote? At
your current address? I am writing to encourage everyone to register to vate, and to vote yes

on proposition 47. This is a bond that authoriz-

es $13.05 billion to upgrade our public education facilities in California. While not a direct
tax increase it will result in a net cost to Californians of twenty-five dollars a year, per person,

for the next thirty years. You don’t get something for nothing.
It is primarily aimed

at K-12, but also in-

cludes some funding for the CSU and UC system as well as community colleges. HSU would

receive twenty-six million for a behavioral sci-

Opponents to proposition 47 say that we are
already in debt. | respect that but I can think
of no more worthwhile thing to borrow mon-

ey for than education. Besides our schools need

funding now and there are no alternatives on

the ballot.
Opponents of proposition 47 say that schools
are not required to build until 2011, I say who
cares? These school districts are desperate, they
will build as soon as they can, nobody's going
to sit on the money.
Opponents say that Los Angeles Unified
School District gets disproportionate funding.
The fact is the schools all get funding based on

ences building. Roughly $11 billion would be

need, there is plenty of money for central valley

classrooms in the country, California is ranked

portion of under funded schools right now.
If you are reading this newspaper I probably
don’t need to convince you that funding for ed-

reserved for elementary and high schools. In
my opinion this is where the money should be
- going. California has the second most crowded

50th in students per instructional computer
and California is forecast to receive additional
1 million students by 2010, it is a huge project
to educate all of the young people in California

and it costs money

to do it.

schools, it’s just that LA has the greatest pro-

ucation is important. But remember, you can’t

vote if you’re not registered.
Kelley MacFarland
geography senior

Bush’s calls to war distract Americans from important issues
Despite the Bush administration’s well-orchestrated effort to focus Americans on a war
with Iraq, there is virtually no possibility that
U.S. soldiers will ever set foot there. The ca-

a looming Social Security crisis. War grabs all
the headlines, creates an atmosphere of fear,
and drives us toward our commander in.chief

sualties, financial cost and regional instability

an adventure.
The real purpose of this pre-election hype is

Bush’s war against Iraq is really a war on
Democrats in Congress. The Republican Party
needs to gain only one seat in the U.S. Senate in
order for Bush to pack the federal courts for the

to create the impression that war is imminent,

next two years.

would be too great to seriously consider such

thereby distracting American voters from corporate fraud, the faltering economy, growing
national debt, a broken health care system, and

for protection.

Bush hopes that most voters, who do not apsee Letters, next page
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Letters: no to war, white guilt ridden boo-zhwa peegs
e Continued from previous
page

In my column a couple of weeks ago, I gave an answer
that was incorrect. I said that if a woman began taking her
birth control pills as directed on the 5th day of her period,
she would be protected from pregnancy immediately.
In fact, birth control pills are now prescribed to be taken
starting the 1st day of a woman’s period, and she would
be protected immediately. Thank you Dr. Korsower for gra-

To the Arbrecht Frei Weekly:
What a bunch of sick parasites you guys at The Lumberjack are!
All you do is whine...so full of sympathy for the Indians — but

you're not gonna give the land you own back to them any time

soon. So full of sorrow and empathy for the “People of Color”—
which extends only to owning an extensive collection of rap/hip
hop cd’s. You love the blacks, but by God don’t let ‘em move in

ciously pointing out my error.
| appreciate the many questions and comments I've re-

next door! You guys are so full of shit and white guilt...and, you're
always telling us poor whites that we too should feel guilt...well,

this week.
If you
have a question you’d like
answered, or an issue related to sexuality you'd like
me to address, e-mail me at
ceived

lemme tell you, Mr. Lily white boo-zhwa peeg, my family ain’t
done nuttin to no one...but, perhaps you should feel guilt, it’s
rich white bastards like you that have your little orange ribbon

Bush's judicial and cabinet

nominees have turned out to
hold shockingly extreme and
divisive points of view. These

campaigns, your skate for hunger in Kazakhstan rallies, your pe-

dophilia is a lifestyle vigils, reiki for Muslim fanatics, ...all your

judges are appointed for life,

mm3@humboldt.edu
and
I'll do my best to tackle it.

political correctness, all your self-righteousness, all your vicarious living thru REAL oppressed people. All your. piercings, cell
phones, S.U.V.’s and Rock- the Vote campaigns, all of your postur-

so we will have to endure
their rulings on civil liberties
and the environment for decades to come — unless the
senate Democrats can stop

Melinda Meyers
sexualy speaking

ing, your hypocrisy, your sexuality changes with every full moon,

your chamomile tea — fuck you! Fuck you and all your protests,

columnist

all your wars — in which we, the loggers, ditch diggers, factory

them.

workers, of all colors die for your pathetic lifestyle choices — fuck

. If you want to keep Bush
in check, support Democratic
congressional candidates
www.democrats.org.

Columnist responds to factual error

Whoever said things should be left unsaid

preciate the history, hypocrisy
and complexity of American
involvement in the Middle
East, will favor the Republican candidates’. simplistic
foreign policy solutions over
those Democrats who raised
questions about the urgency
and timing of this manufactured crisis.
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you and your fads,
you. We hate all of
be you freaks who
come back, we'll be

at

trends, orange ribbons against hate...we hate
you middle class pansys...maybe one day it'll
go die in a foreign country, and, when you
sure to spit in your ugly mug.

Editor’s note:

Due to miscommunication, part of Dr. Korsower’s

letter to the editor in the Oct. 9 edition of The
Lumberjack was omitted under the assumption that a
correction was going to run regarding Melinda Meyers’

Brian Mau

information on birth-control pills.

Richard Wilson
drama major

McKinleyville resident

We will not be the tool of the administration
so

i’
4

M

:
As I look for_.| ward to gradu-

| ation I think of

gumeea all

the

impor-

tant things

I’ve

-learned while at-

tending HSU.
the

Classes
and
knowledge

I have, and

continue to acquire from
May, are obviously high
the list. I’ve also Jearned
tive study habits and how

will

=
or

ment’s done it all.After I read on an alternative Internet media site that the United States
had sold Saddam Hussein a variety
of biological weapons including Anthrax and West Nile Virus for education purposes—a month before I heard
it reported on the evening
Such a blatant example
of the government silenc. ing the media was hard to
digest and makes my fu-

it’s actually physically possible to con-

ture career choice seem a

sume in a night, but most importantly
— I’ve learned people.
How to communicate with and read
people. I won’t claim I’m a pro yet, but
thanks to a variety of different situations and experiences I have had while
in college, F have at least scratched the
surface where this is concerned.
Thanks to a journalism teacher my
freshman year, I realized my calling
was to be a journalist.
Thanks to a variety of different
skills I’ve learned and continue to

little uncertain.
After dealing with some
of the people in HSU’s ad-

swer my calling.
es
And thanks to HSU’s administration, I have learned that to be a journalist I must be tough, persevere in the

face of adversity and not take shit from
anyone.

A common perception these days,
and to. some degree it’s always been
thought and documented, is that the

government often takes a bigger role
in mainstream media than most Americans think is called for.
From censoring, to silencing, to

from student fees, taken away.
First she tried to talk us into waiting
a week to run the story, we said no.
Then she told us that she would

make sure we got certain interviews

from people—who all of a sudden
wouldn't talk to us—if we waited a

week.

:
We decided it was
important for this story
to run as planned be-

news—I was saddened.

them until
up there on
more effecmuch coffee

learn on The ‘Jack, I will be able to an-

IRN

misinforming the media, our govern-

"| Cause it was pertinent at

the time and wouldn't
be a week later.
We went ahead and
printed the story and
that’s when she called
and left her threat on
our answering machine.
It’s true — we still

ministration I see just how

“the man” tries to control
what's seen, thought and
heard and how it’s possible, as a journalist, to
overcome.
First off, 1 would like
.
to say that I personally interviewed
HSU’s President Rollin Richmond
and was very pleased to meet him and
hear some of his ideas. | think in the
few months Richmond has been president, he has began to make true on his
word and will attain the goals that he
has laid out for HSU and it’s surrounding communities.

However, there are others out there
whose sincerity I question. °
After printing a story that a fellow
journalist—our editor—and I felt was
newsworthy, we were threatened by
an administrator who said she was
going to try and get what little funding The Lumberjack newspaper receives

have

tape.

|

The

the message

on

light of alcohol-related situations, at
least when kids leave in an ambulance, but remove the Bong Tally? I
don’t think so.
But hey, everyone’s welcome «to
make. suggestions, but when things
don’t go your way, please don’t try
to pit the rest of the administration

against us.

I could throw in a few more instances, but I think I’ve made my point..
Although it hasn’t worked, at least
not to my knowledge, these people
that I refer to as “the man” have been
trying to censor us since day one.
We report on things we think are
important to other students. We report
on things in the most respectful, moral
and legal way possible and yes we are
students, this is a class and we have
been known to make a mistake or-‘two,
once in a great while.

message

also

If there is any one thing I want those
who read this column to take away
she would be _ talking
with them, it’s this:
to us in person immediately. Well we
We will not be the administrations
“bitch.”
left about seven messages that morning and finally when we ran into her
They can, and will, continue to try
and quiet us, ! know. But we will not
a week later, she just kind of brushed
it off, letting us know how busy she be silenced.
was.
We will continue to speak the truth
This situation spawned the amusas loud as we can.
ing little comment from my colleague,
Bottom line, we are the media and
“We're the student newspaper, how - you need us just as much as we need
you.
come we're the only ones being proThat being said, hey, maybe I am
fessional?”
Another HSU staff member has sent tough enough to be a journalist.
us multiple letters in hopes of getting
us to remove the humor from UPD
Christine ‘Bensen is the managing editor and don't take shit from no one.
Clips and the Bong Tally from the paer.
‘ UPD Clips will no longer make
made it very clear that
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Stem cell research brings a gift of life

It is not murder, it is a human embryo that only has potential to be
a human being, not able to survive at that s' tage outside the womb
pay

To

ee

Gov.

Gray

Davis, I say thank
you, for
support
tion to
bryonic

the recent
of legislaallow emstem cell

research in California, that is.
This is obviously
a stark contradiction to the federal limits on research
that our esteemed President Bush decided to put forth.

Stem cells, which are found in human embryos, umbilical cords and placentas, can divide and become any cell

in the body.
;
This means that they can develop
into bones, muscle and cartilage and
have the potential to treat diseases.

There is even

the possibility that

they can be used to regenerate organs
in the body thereby reducing the need

for organ transplants.
I’m sure most people can remember
actor Christopher Reeves and the accident that cost him his ability to move

from the neck down.
Stem cells have the possibility to
give him back some of his active life,
but if there is continued opposition to
stem cell research then that possibility
will vanish quickly.
Reeves has regained some feeling in
his fingers and toes and urges further

the potential to be cured from a disease

stem cell research as a way to treat paralysis.
This is a monumental breakthrough
for recovery because before the intro-

or a crippling accident.
I am however not in favor of just
randomly getting abortions to use as

a form of birth control, nor am I a sup-

duction of stem cells and their therapeutic aspects, people with
chord injuries such
as Reeves had no
way of regaining
feeling to paralyzed | ~
f
regions of the body,
i
let alone recovering any movement
at all.
There are many
ethical issues concerned
with
this
research. The most
seemingly
é explo- Ry
sive one is the fact | =ae #=
‘ x*
that

the cells come

from

aborted

fe-

spinal

of

pressuring

>
i

But

%»

Yas

This is life, giving life back.
I am a pro-choice supporter, so |
do not have a problem with harvest-

ing cells from aborted fetuses, mainly
because instead of wasting the aborted mass of cells and tissue that would

eventually become a human being, using it gives someone else in the world

abortion

is-

different and

by Heather Sundblad

and placentas as well.

the

sues are all quite

# fs 4*

ple need to remember is that these cells
can also come from umbilical cords

get

of

for the use
stem cells.

oe.
oe

most peo-

to

women

abortions expressly

2

tuses.

What

porter

very

the term of the pregnancy.
They fail to acknowledge that premature stem cells also come from umbilical cords; and placenta from born
children as well, as I stated earlier.
There is no aborted fetus when the
cells are harvested from the cord and
placenta of a healthy-born baby.

I can understand the opponents
viewpoints on this issue of stem cell

research and can sympathize with the
fact that they are rather one-sided and

involved issues that

refuse to look at both sides of this is-

I will not get into

sue, but now

here and now.
As for stem cell
research, there are
cells
stem
adult
as well and these

opposed to abortion and a woman's
right to choose what happens with her

are

also

searched

being

as_

re-

to

their effectiveness.
are
cells
These

beneficial, but not
nearly as much as the young, less developed embryonic stem cells spoken
about previously.
Opponents to this issue contend that
the research is “tantamount to murder

because it starts with the destruction of
a human embryo.”
This is a human embryo, yes, but it

only has “potential” to be a human being and is not a child that can survive
outside the womb until much later in

we get back to the is-

sue of anti-abortion because these are
the same people and groups that are
body.

I feel that saving lives is the most
important thing to the human race be-

cause if we don’t make an effort to cure
people we are in fact killing them slow-

ly by not using the knowledge and

ability we have with the research on

stem cells. This goes for unborn children as well as grown adults.

This issue is so involved that it is
impossible to explain and go over everything in one column.
Heather Sundblad is the sports editor
and puts a higher price on saving lives that
are already with us, as opposed to those

who aren't yet with us.

Random Science

Nathan Rushton is the online editor
and would give his life to defend someone
else’s right to express their opinion.

ee
2 ew
=

It's Raining Fish

educating the students and public
about the dangers of drugs and al.
cohol.
But we must also trust the newspaper and its staff to simply report what
the Kyburz of the world are doing.
The dangerous alternative is to have
the media “assisting” someone .educating us who might have an agenda.
With National Collegiate Alcohol
Awareness Week set to begin Sunday, I would like to advocate for all
of the legal drinking aged students to
please be careful, safe and responsible. That goes for this week and every
day of the rest of your hopefully long,
wonderful lives.

Te

porting of alcohol-related news sto- see on campus. The Lumberjack staff's
job is simply to report the news. I
ries. But at the same time he is appardon’t ever want to see anyone from
ently “amazed” that The Lumberjack,
another branch of this
in the same issue, could
university influencing
| student drinking allow Tankersley to
the content.
print her personal opinin the residence
Kyburz is apparenthalls and
the ion and advocacy of less
ly ignorant of the func4
responsible drinking.
f
way The Lumbertion of the opinion secKyburz’ letter to The
i
jack has purporttion of the newspaper
Lumberjack identifies a
edly trivialized
too, which is to allow
major and _ potentially
alcohol- and drug-related crimes on
a forum for the discusdangerous misconcepcampus.
sion of personal opinIn last week’s Lumberjack, a letter tion about the role of
ions — including his.
HSU’s student-run pato the editor from HSU’s Health EdI wish that we could
per.
ucator Bryce Kyburz pointed more
live in a world where
He believes that the
direct criticism at one particular and
nobody’s
life would
paper should be an inrecently turned 21-year-old camever be cut short bestrument for educating
pus editor, Laura Tankersley, for her
the students. I whole
By Nathan Rushton cause of drugs or alcoopinion that an experiential-learning
hol. That just isn’t goheartedly believe him if,
‘ technique of alcohol awareness has
ing to happen anytime
by educating, you mean
worked for her.
soon.
So
we
must
rely on and place
just informing the students as to what
Kyburz - thanks ‘two Lumberjack
our trust in the hands of people like
staff members for “assisting” him in is actually happening on campus —
feel passionate about
educating the students with their re- not shaping what we would like to Kyburz, who
a 6s Lately _— there
has been considerable
_controi versy about the

.

This opinion section is a forum to
present opinions — not agreements
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Water resources m ust be balanced
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It’s no secret we live in the very wild, balance gone out of wack. I think that
and very dry West. It didn’t take long
is an obvious statement, and would
after the Gold Rush for the new Calinot need to even be stated except when
fornians to realize the water supply
governement agencies like the Departin the state would hardly be enough
ment of Interior fail to recognize these
to support the ambitious activities of _ issues themselves.
mining and agriculture. Plans for dams
To me, it is obvious that the fish
were put in place almost immediately,
kill on the Klamath is
starting with Hetch Hetchy.
directly related to the
The grip on California’s water suplow level of water in
ply has tightened ini the years followthe river. A summer
ing that initial invasion, and. this year ago, I guided raft trips
has been no exception. Water is a big is- on the Klamath river
sue. The lack of water makes headlines
and towards the end
all over the West almost daily. From
of the summer it was
fighting fires, to nourishing farmlands,
very obvious that the
to running electricity, to flushing the water was very low.
toilet, water. makes life’ possible. It, Along the river pockets
along with air, is one of the two irreplaof dead fish could be
cable components of life as we know it. found everywhere. I reWe need it to survive, and so do fish, member hearing stories
and so do farms,
from older river guides
I believe that everything should be that summer that the
in moderation. Many of us’spout this water had never been
adage often, and live by it sometimes.
lower. It resembled a pond. It smelled
Balance is not a new issue, it dates back
like a pond. Massive beaches of warm
to at least the teeter totter in grade
algae lined the banks, hiding hundreds
school. It is just common sense.
of frogs that promptly showed themI suppose government agencies like selves when I would walk through the
the Bureau of Land Management have
muck. It was simply not a natural state
heard of this favorite mantra as well, of the river’s cycle.
but at the level of government I know
That was a couple of years ago, and
that balance is harder to practice than
the situation has just gotten worse, obto preach.

viously. The water crises farmers in the

I see the fish kill devastation on the ° Central

Klamath river to be a sticky issue of a

Valley experienced last year
made headlines all fall and into the

spring. Politicians desperately looked

for answers to the question, farm or

fish? The answer is a tough one. | am
glad that I am not the one who has to

decide, because | realize there are a lot
different aspects involved with these
issues.

However, I do believe that just because
a problem is hard to
answer shouldn’t give
people the authority
to make swinging decisions. By this, I mean
that I think it is bullshit
that water can be shut

off and turned on. I recall a “stupid tourist
question” that people
would joke about in Yo-

ness boat. Everyone I talk to is aware

new plight.

What can be new is our approach to
these issues, not just here but out and

about in our world. We need to progress as a society, and use our technology and intellectual reason to find
sustainable answers to these pressing
issues. Water and air are the two irreplacable components to life, they need
to be taken care of if we are to continue
life on this planet as we know it.
These arguments may seem obvious
to many of us walking the progressive
streets of Arcata. But the productivity
of our isolated ecosystem is not contained to issues within our bubble. Our
productivity depends on the produc-

semite that pertained
tivity of the world. And it is up to us,
to the waterfalls. We’d
the educated, moving on college stujoke that a dumb ques- © dents to look at this issues and ideas
tion tourists would ask
and spread what we've learned here in
was, “What time do they turn off the this “bubble.”
waterfalls?” Ha, we'd laugh, of course
I am of the opinion that the fish kill

we don’t turn on and off the waterfalls. . is a wake up call. We need to look at

My question is, don’t we?
I think we've proven that the answer
is yes. I understand that manipulation

of the natural resources are an essential
part of our inflated existence as a species, but I think the times are changing. This attitude that the world is our
oyster is archaic. Living in Humboldt
County‘it is hard to miss the aware-

the bigger picture to begin with. We

need to start learning from mistakes in
order to avoid making
in the future. You can’t
and then try to drown
Moderation is the key,

the same ones
drain a species
it back into life.
that is my plea.

Wendy Lautner is the scene editor and
an adventure/sports guru.

your weekly reading from the outer real
‘Horoscopes

Cancer:

June 21* —July 22”

him out | because it could be your
rand delta,

orice lucky day:

Element: Water

by

You find yourself feeling unlike yourself, don’t
worry this will pass. Meanwhile take advan-

tage of the escalating nagar your love life,

star G, Azer

Sagittarius: Nov. 22"¢—Dec. 21%

ae
A,person.fro

Leo: July 23"-August ae

Element: Fire

*

oo <«
6
om
OG
+

Element: Earth “*! \_

_/

Taurus: April 20% -May 20"
Element: Earth

Libra: Sept:*23"— Oct. 22"
Element:. Air
3
Seb

may not want to be had.

Gemini: May 21* - June 20th

Element: Air
Prepare for a big weekend, but don’t forget
to take time to stop and smoke the flowers.

,Capricorn: Dec. ‘22"Jan. 19%

<.
we

i

~

you sit back and relax.

Aquarius: Jan. 20" — Fem ee
Element: Air

~

Hate

Headaches having to’do with a certain famity
member will soon diminish and you will find-a
peace within the family structure once again.
Stay away from meeting potential romantic
partners; this is not the time to entangle

your heart and don’t worry about the initial
consequences, look at the big pictdre and go, ,

“Cp,
é

Scorpio: Oct. 23"- Nav. 21%
Element: Water

yourself in a love life..

“/

/

Pisces: Feb. 19% “March -—
Element: Water
O°
Just because*you’ ve lost something doesn’t
mean you've fost it all. Look for new
opportunities rem old
2 endings. Remember

Exams, papers and lectures will be far fram,,bi
_ you are aa S96 UY .
your mind come Friday. You have been
° wg
thinking about arcercain person, go anead
ce
mu

—-=

—
©

Decisions can be tough this week, follow
for what you want.

uring conver-

always are. Rewards will come your-way when

You find yourself looking towards to fature

unforseen expense will soon crop up.

apheer

Don’t worry about-money, even. though you,

=

with some trepidation and wonder just where
you will end up. You’re seeing that certain
someone and-find that there could just be a
future with this®‘one, who knows?

Beware of those playing hard to get. They

into your

sations.

Element: Earth

wo

Virgo: August 23"-Sept’ 22"
A recent financial tightening of the wallet has
proved to save up a.little money for an upcoming special occassion. Keep saving for an

your past will Se

tic overtones that =

in black robes. &

Element: Fire

Sn

_ life yet dgain.»Don’t. overlook certép roman-

If you’re feeling overwhelmed and stressed,
take 10 deep breaths and don’t forget a real- .
ity check. Be weary of funky cookiés aie men

Aries: March 21* -April 19"

©

of the havoc our country is wreaking
on-its natural resources. This is not a

-
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Moses & Joan return

HRY EVERYBopy! Let's DRINK

Lets OF BEER LITTER
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CANMeN Beach

WITH CANS, Socks, UNDERWEAR, TOILET PAPER
AND BURN THE. SURF SHACK DOWN
SO WE Can RVIN if FOR EvEeRYBop7!

Look AT THs€ Fay,
LAZY STvPID SEALS.

One year ago, Ian Colvert
left Humboldt County for
the seclusion of the Alaskan
wilderness. Today his legacy
continues with two more
pointless cartoons.

fn

We miss you buddy,
The Lumberjack staff
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Music

Music

' Battle of the Punk Bands
9 p.m. at the Kate Buchanan Room.
Various bands compete for local
celebrity judges in the punk version
of American Idol. Admission is $4.

Rosy and her Blues Brother
8 p.m. at the Anchor Coffee House
_.in Eureka. The Arcata-based
acoustic trio will perform its new

show dedicated to the musicians of
the 1920s, 1930s and 1940s who

Karaoke

performed so-called Holy Blues.

Makin’ Music

-

:

9 p.m. at the Red Lion Hotel. Makin’
Music presents the karaoke dance
party: with Sherry and Friends.

Beethoven Is...

Kulica
7 p.m. at Humboldt Bay Coffee. A
_Stripped-down acoustic performance.
Humboldt County jam rockers.

Music
Mike McLaren
8 a.m. at the Coffee break.

Events

Arcata Interfaith Gospel Choirs
9 a.m. at Arcata’s Farmer’s Market.

Shao Way Wu Quartet
8 p.m. at Muddy Waters.

Indigenous Peoples Week
e Noon at the U.C. Quad. Participate
in an Indian fry bread sale and
fry bread eating contest, with a
cash prize. Music will be provided
by Trinidad Goodsheild and 7th
Generation Rise Band.
e 5 - 7 p.m. at the South Lounge.
Native American

oe

©

Creating

8:.a.m. at the Coffee Break.

Theater

Don

. Beethoven Is...

Haupt

8 p.m. at Muddy Waters. Live Blues

8 p.m. at the Van Duzer Theatre.
A production by the department of
theatre, film and dance. Admission

tunes.

is $6 general,

Theater

$3.50 for non-HSU

Communities reception.
e 7-9p.m. at the Green and Gold
Room. “Klamath River Fish Kills.”
Implications, history and where can
we go?” a presentation by Robert
Gearheart.

students and seniors and free for.

City Council Candidate Debate

Indigenous

Noon at the Old Community Center.
Six candidates will appear for a
structured exchange of views. Lunch
is available from Abruzzi’s catering ©
for $10.

Wolf Navarro

HSU students. For mature audiences
only.

Beethoven

Is...

8 p.m. at the Van Duzer Theatre. See
Thursday's listing.

Events

Lectures

Peoples Week

7-9 p.m. at Nelson Hall East
106. A discussion relating to the

preservation of sacred sites will

California’s Marine Life
Project Act

be held. The video “In the light
of reverence” will accompany the
discussion.

Noon at Natural Recources 101. A
lecture by Fred Keeley, presented by
the biology department. -

Time Management
4:30 - 6:30 p.m. at Nelson Hall East

119..A program presented by the
Learning Center. Admission is free.

Lectures
Events

Activities

Building Sutsainable Futures:
Challenges and opportunities
for the state of California

Herbal Immune

8 p.m. at Founders Hall 118. A lecture
by Fred Keeley, Speaker Pro Tem,

Stimulants
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Indigenous Peoples Week
7-9p.m. at Siemens Hall 109.
Participate in a potluck with a
night of sharing songs, stories and

experiences from native people.

5 p.m. at CCAT (workshop)
a
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Jason Loewenstein
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Jason
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Music
Loewenstein, The Bangs

9 p.m. at the East Gym. Admission is

$15 sudents, $25 general.
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Barbeque

7:30 p.m. doors, shows starts 8
p.m. Saxophonst Susie Laraine and
friends will play jazz standards and
a few originals. The group features

“Latinos Unidos.
gpm siem

in the Park

1 - 4p.m. at Sequoia Park. Grateful
Davidson, Old Dog and the Joyce
Hough Band will perform. Food will
be provided by King Salmon Avenue
for $10 a plate. This eventis hosted
by The Friends of Joel Pane for —

Darius Brotmans on piano, Shao

Way Wu on bass, ‘Michael LaBolle on
drums, special guests Jill Petricca on
flute and Brian White on trombone.
Admission is $10 adults and $8
students and seniors.

Mayor.

Sunday Morning Run
9 p.m. at the corner of L.K. Wood
and Granite Ave. Everyone is
welcome to a weekly training
run. Mileage and pace are self
determined.

Chubritza
8:30 p.m. at Café Mokka.

Events

24th annual Humboidt
Redwoods Marathon

Pelican Bay Rally

|
.

Noon at the gates of Pelican Bay

9 a.m. at the Dyerville bridge on the

State Prison. Bar None, a local prison
activist group, is coordinating this
demonstration as part of the National
Prisoner Unity Day 2002. To carpool,

Avenue of the Giants. Participate in
a marathon or a half marathon. For
more information go to www.hrm-

andhaif.org.

meet at the Arcata Co-op parking lot
—

call 269-0295.

Dance

TUESDAY2.

No listings.

Swing Dance
8 - 10 p.m. at the old Arcata

Community Center on D and 14th
St. A lesson for beginners will be
at 7 p.m. Admission is $10 and will
include a lesson, the dance and
finger food. Raffle tickets will be
distributed at the door. For more
“ ries call 822-6057.

The Slip and Drums and Tuba
9 p.m. at the Kate Buchanan Room.
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27 p.m. at Siemens Hall 109

Activities

Saturday Night

at 9:30 a.m. For more information

n HallEa

G. Love and Special Sauce

9 p.m. at Babetta’s in Eureka. Former
bassist for Sebadoh performs.
Admission is $5.

at the Morris Graves
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tours are flexible and

include days, evenings, and/
or weekends Requirements
include First Aid andCPR
certification, Fingerprints
and a current TB test, all

THRILLS
SHANTARAM THE MAGICIAN! Magic tricks for

of which we can help you
obtain. Application available

Weddings, baby showers,
dinners, social gatherings,

Council, 805 7th St., Eureka.
For more information call

OPPORTUNITIES | accepted through the mail. No

HOT STUDENT BODIES
to fill Dia de Los Muertos

T-Shirts. Only $12.50 atLos

:

FOR

HUM-BOATS Sailing, Canoe
and Kayak Center: Yearround tours, lessons and

rentals on Humboldt’s Bays;
estuaries and lagoons. Sailing

SALE

“——————

,

TIBETAN THANKGAS and
posters. www.MysticBuddha.
._ com or call 444-8369.

Lessons, High Tide guided

ULTIMATE CRUISE

paddles. Motor boat Bird
Tours. Licensed, certified professionals since 1994, Hum-

MACHINE 1956 Chevy
Wagon 210, good driver and
lots of power, many new and

Boats On Woodley Island,
Eureka. 443-5157

rebuilt parts, $4,000 invested.
$3,500 obo. Call 668-5381.

WHAT'S BLACK, WHITE

DEADWEAR FOR THE

and all over you? Los Bagels,

| LIVING Dia de Los Muertos

Dia de Los Muertos T-Shirts.
This ad worth one free Los

T-Shirt special at Los Bagels.
This ad worth one Los Bagels

Bagels cookie at The Depot.

bagel at The Depot.

TEACHIN JAPAN wiTH JET!
a JET representative!

TUESDAY 10/22,

‘Stemens
HALL 117

5PM

CALL’'826-3341 FOR MORE INFO
SS

ILPREE. HUMBOLDT STATE UNIVERSITY Career Center
TEL 826-3341
NHW 130
www.humboldt.edu/~career

DA

TSUN

<>

TOYOTA

Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semester with a proven
CampusFundraiser 3 hour fundraising event. Our

programs make fundraising easy with no risks.

Fundraising dates are filling quickly, so get with the

program! It works. Contact CampusFundraiser at
(888) 923-3238, or visit www.campusfundrasier.com

See your Classified ad here! $4 for students and

nonprofits; $6 for all others. (25 words or less) Call
eee
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(free inspection & estimate)

AUTOMOTIVE

* Electrical Repairs
* Cooling Systems
* Clutches.- Engine Overhauls

. Preventive Set

822-3770
513

J

Street ,

Tune-ups
ie

Arcata

@

Just north

of Café
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Mokka
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i
The ORDERLY
DGEININATION
@ GN TALK

826-3259, e-mail ply7001@humboldt.edu or come by
ere
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* Brakes

JEEP

Clubs - Student Groups

SEARCH
WORK!

Copre HOURS Mon-Fri 8-5

MAZDA@?HONDA

Fraternities - Sororities

TD

vs

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ee

ads of a personal nature.

needed. $250 a day potential.
Local positions. 1-800-2933985 ext. 263

Bagels. This ad worth 25
_cents off at Los Bagels in The
Depot.

Jenny or Jennifer at 445-1195
or 1-800-795-3554.

tions: (707) 498-8600

bee

tleore punter’, ad tectits

—°" /ast names can be used in

© BARTENDERTRAINEES

at Humboldt Child Care

School functions, etc. 12
years experience in the art of
magic. Please call for reserva-
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of a personal nature will be
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birthday parties, barbecues,

—_—of a personal nature. No ads
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tive Medicine, 4555 Valley | Wwwsydmusic.com/marco

West Blvd., Arcata, CA 95521
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proper ID when placing ads

for Nickelodeon. 825-1142

Full Circle Center for Integra-

Respite is provided in the

Better

nature
personal om

-_ All ads of a

| PROFESSIONALMUSIC

= myst be oe The Lian:
ing men for sperm donation | STUDIES with MarcoKatz,
beisiacd-/a ddeupliel
featrombonist
&
composer
to help others realize their
ach eotronnane
tured on the soundtrack of an
dreami of having a family.
Mail inquiry to: Darlene at © ASIFA award-winning cartoon Advertisers must present

requesting —_ work 1:1 with children
ee
~—_and young adults with
to a Or g1UIng
money
a credit card number over —_ developmental disabilities
the phone, you may want
—_and High Risk Infants.
to contact the loca

PERSONALS

SERVICES

WANTED

| HELP WANTED

CAVEAT EMPTOR}
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Cy

Monday:- Thursday 7:45am - 5:30pm

Friday 7:45am - 5:00pm
Saturday

10:00am - 1:00pm

Closed Sunday
Phone:

820

-
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TUBS

Sunday - Thursday

noon to 11 em

Friday & Saturday
noon to | am

OPEN EVERY DAY INCLUDING SUNDAYS & PeTeYaUy- 73
corner 5th & J, Arcata e 822-2228

reservations

